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Executive summary

Climate crisis and biodiversity loss represent a profound challenge to people and our planet in the twenty-first century. Harnessing gender diverse leadership to tackle climate and environmental issues is a powerful and essential opportunity to ensure Australia’s response to this challenge is more equitable and effective.

Women are disproportionately impacted by climate change: they are 14 times more likely to perish in a disaster and represent 80 percent of people displaced by extreme weather. Uneven climate and environmental impacts upon women and gender diverse people are a direct result of structural and systemic factors including the unjust gendered power relations produced by the overlapping forces of patriarchy, colonialism, racism, and unfettered capitalism. Recognition has grown internationally that women’s and gender diverse leadership on climate and environmental issues is urgently needed to preserve a habitable, beautiful, equitable and inclusive planet.

Currently, there is only limited recognition in the Australian domestic policy context that gender and climate/environmental issues intersect. While Australia’s internationally focused aid and development programs are based on the understanding that climate and environmental issues have gendered impacts, more needs to be done to highlight and centre the close connections between gender, climate and environment across Australian domestic policy-making and investment.

In assessing research data and expert stakeholder perspectives from across Australia, this report summarises what we know about the gendered impacts of climate and environmental issues explaining why gender diverse leadership and intersectional perspectives are critical to solving these challenges. A set of key recommendations focuses on leadership and decision-making; policy-making; finance and investment; the gendered nature of disasters; international commitments; diverse voices and sectors; and a just, equitable, clean, and caring economy.

Importantly, the report highlights an exciting opportunity for Australian domestic policy to recognise and understand the connection between gender, the environment, and climate issues. It lays the groundwork for how we can transform action in Australia for effective environment and climate outcomes through genuinely inclusive processes that prioritise the needs and solutions of women and gender diverse people across government, civil society, business, finance, and academia.

Environment and climate issues have gendered impacts

This report considers a range of spheres where gendered vulnerability to climate and environmental issues is most evident. Intersectional factors, including cultural and linguistic diversity, socio-economic status, and health and disability amplify the vulnerability of women and gender diverse people to environmental change.

Health and safety are significantly affected by environmental crises, and the impacts of environmental and climate disasters are gendered. In both personal spaces like private homes and collective spaces like evacuation centres, there is a well-documented increase in gender-based violence post-disaster. Women also experience different and exacerbated health impacts from events such as heat waves or bushfires. The mental and physical health of pregnant and breastfeeding women, women living with disabilities, gender diverse people, older women and Indigenous women are particularly at risk from extreme weather events.
Women and gender diverse people are more than passive victims of environmental change. They are also active participants in solving these challenges, offering distinctive and much-needed perspectives and solutions.
Climate and environmental crises are placing additional burdens on households, with women consistently more responsible for household sustainability efforts, including reducing water, energy usage and waste, and growing fruits and vegetables. As climate change triggers rising costs of living, homelessness and under-insurance of houses, women and gender diverse people are vulnerable to losing shelter and food security.

Despite these disproportionate impacts, women and gender diverse people continue to demonstrate powerful leadership in community-led campaigns, advocacy, and environmental action. However, their vital role in building and maintaining community resilience and caring for the environment in an era of increasing disasters is often overlooked. When environments come under pressure or are damaged by climate change and biodiversity loss it is women and gender diverse people who bear a high burden of healing and repair.

Gendered disaster impacts also extend to the workplace with some of the sectors hardest hit by environmental change being care-based and feminised sectors. Childcare, aged care, disability care and social work carry a higher load during disasters because they serve vulnerable populations.

**Gender shapes effective environment and climate solutions**

Women and gender diverse people are more than passive victims of environmental change. They are also active participants in solving these challenges, offering distinctive and much-needed perspectives and solutions. This report highlights a critical opportunity for Australian domestic policy-making.

When women and gender diverse people lead or are involved with solutions, they often achieve more effective and equitable outcomes, favouring solutions that are nature-based, relational, locally-responsive and people-focused. With the increased frequency and intensity of climate-related disasters, the ‘soft’ infrastructure of community connection, mutual support and collaborative innovation will be just as important as ‘hard’ infrastructure.

Research shows that when more women are in politics, countries implement stronger environmental policies, vote for more environmental legislation, and ratify more environmental treaties. The evidence also shows that when more women are leading in industry, there are both financial and environmental benefits including significantly fewer environmental lawsuits and higher scores on Environmental, Social and Governance performance rankings.

Despite these documented advantages to gender diverse leadership, women and gender diverse people are currently under-represented in politics, policy-making and industry, including in sectors critical to a clean economy, such as the clean energy sector and science-related industries and technology. This discrepancy is even more acute for women and gender diverse people from First Nations and culturally diverse communities, and those from other marginalised backgrounds.

Gender inclusion and equity are essential across all sectors to achieve urgent climate change mitigation targets, effective adaptation, to protect and restore nature, and to support a clean and caring transition of our economy and society.
Summary of recommendations*

1. Leadership and decision-making influence

Support more women and gender diverse people into leadership and decision-making positions across government, industry, and not-for-profit sectors, including women from diverse cultural and community backgrounds. Gender equity in leadership needs to be urgently addressed to achieve effective action on climate and environmental issues.

2. Gender lens on Australian climate and environmental policy

Address the unequal impacts of climate and environmental issues upon women and gender diverse people in Australia through gender-aware climate and environmental policy-making.

3. Gender-wise investing in climate and environmental finance

A gender lens is needed across all funding from government, industry, investors, philanthropy, academia and the NFP sector so that climate and environmental finance is more effective, equitable and gender-responsive.

4. International commitment: Gender, Climate and Environment Strategy

Development of a Gender, Climate and Environment Strategy will ensure Australia meaningfully meets its international obligations to implement gender action plans. These would establish measures for evaluating progress and develop best practices in gender-responsive climate and environmental policy-making for state and local governments.

5. Gender and disasters

Further research into the gendered nature of disaster impacts and the role of gender in disaster preparedness and response is needed, as well as funding programs for emergency services and communities to understand and respond to these links in both preparation and recovery efforts.

6. Diverse voices and sectors

Research, knowledge translation and the design of solutions should seek out and amplify the voices of First Nations women, women of colour, women living with disabilities and LGBTQI+ Australians within climate and environmental policy and investment decisions, underpinned by genuine collaboration and engagement with more diverse perspectives.

7. Clean and caring economy

A clean and caring economy for people and the planet needs to be at the heart of policy-making. The intertwined climate and biodiversity crises represent a profound challenge to humanity, but by ensuring our responses are more gender-conscious we can also ensure they are more fair, just, and effective.

*Our full recommendations can be found on page 60
Feminist climate justice aims for a world where women, girls and gender-diverse people can flourish on a healthy and sustainable planet.¹

Introduction

Since the early twenty-first century, evidence has been emerging internationally that gender plays a significant role in vulnerability to environmental change.² Globally, women are disproportionately impacted by climate change: they are fourteen times more likely to perish in a disaster and represent 80 percent of people displaced by extreme weather.³ Women are more impacted during and after climate-related disasters because they are consistently more constrained by socio-cultural norms and more disadvantaged by socio-economic circumstances.⁴ For example, women’s unpaid workloads of caring for family members increase in the aftermath of disasters, due to mental and physical injuries, damage to the family home and increased resource insecurity.⁵ Uneven climate impacts upon women and gender diverse people are a direct result of structural and systemic factors including the unjust gendered power relations produced by the overlapping forces of patriarchy, colonialism, racism and neoliberalism. At the same time, recognition has grown internationally that gender diverse leadership on climate and environmental issues is urgently needed if we are to preserve a planet that is habitable, beautiful, equitable and inclusive.

International policy context

The three Rio Conventions – the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (UNCBD), the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD), and the United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCCC) – were adopted as international conventions following the Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The first two conventions incorporated gender perspectives from the outset. The preambles of the UNCCD and the UNCBD both acknowledge the significant role played by women and explicitly aim to increase women’s participation in policy-making and programming.⁶ While the UNFCCC initially neglected gender dimensions, that shifted in 2007 with the release of the UNFCCC Bali Action Plan and the establishment of the Global Gender and Climate Alliance (GGCA). The UNFCCC Women and Gender Constituency was formed in 2009, and the Lima Work Programme was adopted in 2014. At the twenty-third Conference of the Parties (COP23) in 2017, a Gender Action Plan was adopted with the intention of ensuring gender equality was considered in climate change policy discussions. Parties to the UNFCCC have recognised that effective national climate policies need to be gender-responsive through creating a standing agenda item in the Convention and through reference in the text of the Paris Agreement.⁷
Strong articulations of feminist climate justice frameworks have been developed at the international level through the work of multiple agencies. The feminist climate justice framework laid out by UN Women is organised around four key domains of recognition, redistribution, representation and reparations, and two interlinked principles of interdependence and intersectionality: 

**Climate justice requires:** the **recognition** and respect of diverse identities, experiences and forms of knowledge; the **redistribution** of resources; and the **representation** and meaningful participation of women and marginalized groups in climate related decision-making... In addition, the intergenerational dimensions of climate change call for reparative justice, including **reparations** for past and future harm... Based on decades of feminist economist, ecological and decolonial thinking, this transformation must be guided by an ethics of care that embraces **interdependence** as the basis of human interaction and **intersectionality** as a core principle.\(^9\)

A range of organisations including the Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and Development (APWLD), Women’s Environment and Development Organization (WEDO), and Women’s Earth and Climate Action Network (WECAN) have developed their own articulations of the principles of feminist climate justice including a Global Feminist Decolonial Green New Deal, Ecofeminist Impact Assessment Framework, Feminist Fossil Fuel Free Future, People Power Now Manifesto, UK Feminist Green New Deal, and US Feminist Green New Deal.\(^10\) Internationally, there is no shortage of organisations working at the intersection of gender and climate environment and there is a range of efforts to both understand gendered impacts and advocate for the importance of centring women and gender diverse people in designing responses.

**Australian domestic policy context**

But while the gendered nature of climate and environmental issues has been recognised for more than a decade internationally, as well as centred in international development work, such recognition has been slower to emerge in Australia. In our domestic context, there have recently been positive developments for climate and environmental policy, and significant progress on gender policy. However, more needs to be done to comprehensively embed an understanding of the links between gender and climate across domestic policy areas.

The **National Health and Climate Strategy** recognises that women and children are disproportionately affected by climate health impacts, with this vulnerability increasing for older people, people with disabilities, First Nations people, culturally and linguistically diverse communities, people experiencing socio-economic disadvantage, and people living in rural and remote areas. Such impacts include vulnerability to gender-based violence post-disasters, heat-related illness, and health impacts of poor air quality from bushfires or pollution.\(^11\) By contrast, the **National Women’s Health Strategy 2020–2030** lists maternal health, mental health and gender-based violence as priority areas but makes no mention of how climate change impacts these health concerns.\(^12\)

The **National Plan to End Violence against Women and Children 2022–2032** and the associated **Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Action Plan 2023–2025** both briefly recognise that crises such as pandemics and disasters lead to increased rates of gender-based violence (GBV), but do not position that evidence within the context of worsening disasters due to climate change, and the need for a commensurate policy response.\(^13\)

Some of the risks but also opportunities at the intersection of gender and climate are acknowledged in relation to jobs, skills and economic development. **Working Future: The Australian Government’s White Paper on Jobs and Opportunities**, recognises that climate change is sparking a massive transformation towards a net zero economy, and that for Australia to meet rising
demand for the new skills and jobs of the future, barriers to gender equality in key industries like clean energy must be addressed.14

The Women’s Economic Equality Taskforce’s final report *A 10-year-plan to Unleash the Full Capacity and Contribution of Women to the Australian Economy 2023–2033* similarly recognises that we need to encourage women’s equal participation in industries such as clean energy and climate-positive industries, as well as to increase women’s access to seed funding and capital for new business and technology innovations. The plan acknowledges that women’s equal representation in climate leadership and decision-making is also critical.15

Two major policies devoted to women have been released recently. *Working for Women*, the national gender equality strategy released in 2024, outlines a range of data and recommendations that align with the contents of this report, across priority areas of gender-based violence; unpaid and paid care; economic equality and security; health; and leadership, representation, and decision-making. *Working for Women* also recognises that women are disproportionately impacted by ill health, death and gender-based violence due to climate change, and states that, ‘diverse leadership and representation are important when communities and nations face events and crises that have disproportionate or specific impacts on women and other parts of the population’.16 This recognition is important and welcome as a first step. However, recognition of the scale and breadth of our climate and environmental challenges and their gendered impacts are not embedded throughout the strategy, and next steps will need to consider policy and investment responses to address such challenges.17

The *Wiyi Yani U Thangani Report* recognises the significant role of Country in the lives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women and girls as a source of identity, strength, and healing. It documents the sadness and frustration felt by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women at the limited political and economic power they have to address the impacts of climate change on their traditional lands and recommends that Australian governments recognise and respect the role of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in caring for Country and developing climate change policies.18

While climate and environmental issues are sporadically cited in gender-related Australian policies, gender issues are rarely mentioned in climate and environmental policies. The *National Climate Resilience and Adaptation Strategy 2021–2025* only mentions gender in relation to supporting community resilience in partner countries, implying that gendered vulnerability to climate change is not an issue in the Australian context. It mentions that adaptation must recognise differentiated vulnerability without elaborating on how women and gender diverse people experience different climate impacts.19 *Australia’s Strategy for Nature 2019–2030*, which governs biodiversity conservation across Australia, does not mention gender and only briefly recognises that all Australians, including women, have an important role to play in caring for nature.20

If recognition of the connection between gender and climate and environmental issues is only slowly emerging in the Australian domestic policy context, such recognition is relatively well-established in our international policy. All overseas aid and development programs funded by the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) are governed by a *Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment Strategy*, with a new *International Gender Equality Strategy* currently being developed.21 DFAT’s new *International Development Strategy* establishes targets for at least half of all bilateral and regional investments worth more than $3 million to have a climate change objective and for at least 80% of investments to have a gender equality objective.22 In addition, as a party to the UNFCCC and its Gender Action Plan, Australia is now expected to incorporate gender considerations into its climate policies, including ‘strategies to advance women’s full, equal, and meaningful participation in climate decision-making, promote gender responsive climate policy, and mainstream a gender perspective into all climate actions’.23
The Gender Responsive Alternatives for Climate Change (GRACC) project is an example of the way that gender considerations are regularly foregrounded in international climate and environmental projects and policy-making. The project stemmed from a recognition that while climate change has gendered impacts, women and gender diverse groups have been excluded from climate action decision-making and solutions. It was carried out in partnership between ActionAid Australia, the Huairou Commission and Monash University, supported by the Australian Government. It continues to work with women in Vanuatu and Kenya with support from the Australian NGO Cooperation Program, and in Cambodia from UK Aid Match.

During 2017 to 2019, the GRACC project was undertaken in Cambodia, Kenya, and Vanuatu. The collaborative, cross-country project grew from an awareness that climate-fuelled disasters have uneven impacts, with forced displacement, food insecurity and human rights violations disproportionately impacting women. Yet despite this, women were routinely not included in decisions concerning climate change and disaster planning. The GRACC project aimed to support women’s engagement in policy, planning and decision-making across multiple levels of government, working in partnership with NGOs.

Melia David is a member of the ‘Women I Tok Tok Tugeta’ (‘Woman talk, talk together’) group in Vanuatu, which developed through the program. She stated that, ‘Livelihood opportunities should focus on women to ensure that all people have the opportunity to support their families, especially in times of disaster’.

Recognising that women’s experiences are affected by intersectional aspects of their identity, the GRACC project deliberately aimed to ensure diverse women were involved in the program. The project was carried out in ways that were responsive to the different contexts of the three countries, but with mechanisms for cross-country learning from each other.
In Vanuatu, the ‘Women I Tok Tok Tugeta’ forums provided space for women to talk about the ways that climate change disrupts their lives and identify ways to reduce its impacts. As one participant called Dorah explained:

**Before Cyclone Pam, the water was okay, but after Cyclone Pam all our water source dried up. The Chief didn’t do anything, so we women responded... We have planted trees that the cyclone wiped away, along our coastal areas and our nice beaches. We all understand it will take ages. But I asked them: what will your children’s children benefit from, in 2030? Where shall he or she get the water from? Because by 2030, if we don’t do anything all our water source will dry up.**

In Kenya, the GRACC project supported women to respond to the challenges of food insecurity in ways that improve both gender equality and climate change planning. In Cambodia, women leaders in local Disaster Management Committees were supported to ensure their full participation in disaster preparation and response policies. Overall, projects like the GRACC demonstrate that combining gender equity with climate and environmental objectives is often undertaken in thoughtful and effective ways at the international level, presenting opportunities for Australia to learn from best practice principles developed globally in designing domestic alternatives.
While government policy-making within Australia has been slower to recognise the links between gender, climate and environmental challenges, this gap also extends beyond government, encompassing civil society, business, finance and academia. As such, there is a significant opportunity to better recognise and understand these issues within an Australian context.

**Aims**

One of the aims of this report is to analyse the current state of knowledge about the gendered impacts of climate and environmental issues in Australia, to summarise what we already know and where we need more research. While a considerable body of evidence has established that women and gender diverse people are more vulnerable to environmental change in both developed and developing countries, women are more than victims or passive beneficiaries. Across the globe, women are acting as agents of change to help realise a more climate and biodiversity positive future for our planet. This report therefore aims to establish why gender matters when we attempt to find solutions to some of the most complex and urgent challenges we face. There is an exciting opportunity to transform action in Australia for environment and climate outcomes and to ensure genuinely inclusive processes if we prioritise the needs and solutions of women and gender diverse people.

**Methods and approach**

This project developed from conversations and connections between women, noting a lack of attention to gender in Australian discussions about climate and environmental issues. The concept of a foundational research report was explored and tested at a Feminist Climate Action Workshop hosted by Griffith University and WELA in December 2022. Funding was provided by Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation to support the first phase of this work: a baseline report to survey and analyse relevant evidence and provide recommendations on policy and investment opportunities. Project methodology has combined desktop research with stakeholder consultation across NGOs, academia, unions, industry and government, including more detailed input from a cross-sectoral Reference Group. We present this report as a first step in opening up a conversation about the intersections between gender and environmental issues, hoping that more work will follow which permits deeper investigation of the matters raised here.

In speaking about ‘gender’ in this report, we focus primarily on women and gender diverse people. This is partly because their vulnerabilities and contributions have long been under-recognised in favour of an implicit focus on cis men. However, we note that a lack of research on the experiences and perspectives of gender diverse people in relation to environmental change limits what we can say about trans and non-binary people. This research is urgently needed if we are to continue to deepen our understanding of the intersections between all genders and the environment.
We take an intersectional feminist approach in this report, recognising that environmental impacts are complicated by a range of factors in addition to gender, including cultural background, socio-economic position, dis/ability status, caring responsibilities, place of residence, sexuality and more. Existing marginalisation and discrimination is compounded by climate change and environmental impacts. It is encouraging to see the National Strategy for Just Adaptation emphasise that ‘[just climate adaptation requires] recognising and including the voices, experiences, and ambitions of the many people who make up Australia’s society today, with special emphasis on Indigenous Peoples’. It is important to acknowledge the lack of representation of people of colour in environmental organisations (and beyond), and recognise that genuine climate justice is intersectional, as expressed by the Climate Justice Gathering held in Australia in 2022:

Climate justice for First Nations, Pasifika and people of colour would challenge the dominant market based, patriarchal and techno-scientific solutions that do not centre First Nations sovereignty, racial justice, economic justice, gender and human rights as core tenets of holding the government and corporations accountable... This is a critical time for grassroots and local communities to mobilise in shaping climate solutions that would address existing structural inequality and multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination.

Most importantly, we need to honour and privilege Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander wisdoms about caring for Country if we are to positively transform our human relationships with the Australian environment. First Nations peoples have a deep, lasting and spiritual connection to Country as the original custodians of our lands, waters and skies, managing Country in harmony with people and culture for tens of thousands of years. Their profound knowledge and philosophy of working with nature should inform our broader national approach, particularly – for our purposes – the custodial practices of First Nations women in caring for Country.

While climate change has dominated national and global conversations recently due to the catastrophic nature of climate-related impacts, the scope of this report includes other environmental challenges including pollution, deforestation, mass extinction and biodiversity loss, recognising that these issues are interrelated. Our scope includes both climate adaptation and mitigation measures.

This report has three parts. It firstly analyses the gendered impacts of climate and environmental issues, demonstrating the ways that women and gender diverse people are particularly vulnerable to environmental risk. It then assesses evidence as to why gender-informed solutions and gender-diverse leadership yield more effective and fair outcomes. It ends with a series of overarching conclusions and targeted recommendations for policy and investment in order to begin embedding a gendered approach to climate and environmental issues in the Australian context.
Case study: Vanessa Cavanagh

Vanessa Cavanagh is an Aboriginal woman with Bundjalung and Wonnarua heritage from New South Wales who has worked in conservation and fire management, and is completing a PhD on Aboriginal women and cultural burning. Her research and writing demonstrate that First Nations women have a unique perspective on how to use fire to sustain healthy Country and that this intimate relationship to the land generates enormous grief when Country is damaged by disasters.

Vanessa grew up in Colo Heights, northwest of Sydney, on the edge of Darkinjung Country. She recalls,

> My parents bought our twenty-five-acre heavily forested property in the late 1960s, thirty-five kilometres from the closest town. Buying this property in Colo Heights was important for mum and dad because they wanted their kids to grow up in the bush, to have that connection. They also wanted to have the security of owning a place of their own, away from departmental housing and government interference in Aboriginal cultural welfare. Thus, it became a place for extended family to come to, to avoid the controlling gaze of others.

Her father was a Wonnarua man who worked as a labourer and heavy machine operator on the NSW Department of Main Roads, as well as volunteering in the local Rural Fire Service (RFS) for more than forty years. Her mother is a Bungum Bundjalung woman, who has spent her life working towards social justice and feminist issues, including advocating for the 1967 Referendum and working in Aboriginal women’s refuges.

Vanessa’s family’s involvement in the RFS during her childhood influenced her decision to pursue a career in conservation. She started her first job with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service at the age of twenty. Vanessa remembers,

> As part of the firefighting responsibilities of this role, I trained as a tree-feller and Remote Area Fire Team member, getting winched in and out of fires by helicopter. I saw some amazing places while putting in fire containment lines, or mopping up and blacking out after bushfires. I’ve seen firsthand the devastation bushfires can wreak.

When Vanessa commenced her role there were only a handful of women in field officer roles and only three Aboriginal employees in the district. Later she moved into heritage management and research roles, advocating for greater and more deliberate inclusion of First Nations women. Her PhD research is demonstrating that Aboriginal women have played an enduring and significant role in cultural burning.

While there is a long history of Aboriginal people managing Country in Australia, after colonisation this relationship was disrupted as Aboriginal people were displaced from their lands and cultural practices. Vanessa’s research charts the reinvigoration of cultural burning practices among Aboriginal women in New South Wales, finding that cultural burning results in both environmental and social outcomes, including reducing bushfire risk, strengthening cultural identifies and continuing the transmission of cultural practices among communities and generations. She considers the meanings, outcomes, and barriers to participation of Aboriginal women in cultural burning. Ultimately, she wants her research to ‘positively influence cultural burning policy development and management, to support an increase in Aboriginal women’s participation’.
Vanessa believes that pre-colonisation, there would have been very little separation in the caring for Country roles of First Nations women and men because there was ‘no distinction between humans on the landscape and the landscape itself’. This integration would have included cultural burning but also harvesting food and sharing traditional knowledge with younger generations.

Her experience has been that ‘Indigenous men working in cultural burning have supported the position of Aboriginal women’s roles in cultural burning’. While Vanessa has felt supported in her work as a field officer, she still wants to ensure that cultural protocols dictating areas where women should not be involved are maintained.

Perhaps the greatest outcome of my research thus far has been the opportunity to promote and amplify that cultural burning can and should involve Aboriginal women where appropriate. Women’s engagement must be encouraged for all Indigenous caring for Country activities. There must be opportunities made for Aboriginal voices, and Aboriginal women’s voices to be heard and listened to.
Gendered impacts of climate and environmental issues

The climate crisis is not gender neutral... Climate change is a threat multiplier.\(^{30}\)

Australian gender context

The well-established vulnerability of women and gender diverse people to environmental change is amplified by other intersectional factors including cultural and linguistic diversity, socio-economic status, geography, and health and disability. There are multiple reasons for this vulnerability. Care responsibilities fall along gendered lines in Australia, with women doing more paid and unpaid care work looking after children, the elderly, people with disabilities and others. On average, women spend 30.2 hours per week on unpaid care and domestic work compared to 21.8 hours per week for men.\(^{31}\)

Women are also over-represented in feminised care-based sectors where work is more likely to be insecure and low income.\(^{32}\) This means that when crisis strikes, such as environmental disasters or pandemics, women bear a greater burden of looking after vulnerable or dependent people.\(^{33}\)

Current data shows that inequality is prevalent and persistent, and it impacts a woman’s public and private experiences across her entire lifetime.\(^{34}\)

Women’s additional care loads also impact their financial position. Involvement in unpaid care work across the life cycle leaves women with less opportunities for career progression and interrupts wage-earning capacity. Women perform 32.5 hours of paid work per week compared to 39.3 hours for men, with women making up 70.4 percent of part-time workers.\(^{35}\) This disparity, and the fact that female-dominated industries are under-valued and women are under-represented in better-paid leadership roles, creates an average gender pay gap of 21.7% in Australia.\(^{36}\)

This leaves women with less financial resources across their lives – with Australian women earning $1 million less than Australian men on average across their careers.\(^{37}\) The cumulative impact of this is particularly noticeable at retirement. In the 2019–20 financial year, women aged over 65 had a median superannuation balance of $168,000 compared to $208,200 for men.\(^{38}\) These figures are often starker for First Nations women, women of colour and women with a disability.

Achieving genuine gender equality is difficult when 30 per cent of Australian men believe that gender inequality does not exist (compared to 14 per cent of Australian women). In this sense, gender attitudes in Australian men lag behind global averages, where 21% of men (and 14% of women) internationally assert that gender inequality does not exist.\(^{39}\) Gender Compass research commissioned by Plan International Australia found that 90% of Australians agree that gender equality is important and 41% believe it has not yet been achieved.
More than half (58%) of Australians agree that transgender and non-binary people should enjoy equal rights, opportunities, and outcomes with cisgender people. Yet despite seemingly progressive gender views, around half of Australians believe that men and women are ‘naturally’ well suited to certain jobs (58%), and that boys and girls are ‘naturally’ better suited to certain areas of study (44%). While this data focuses on gender, further disaggregation is needed to understand the impacts on women of colour and First Nations women. We can assume discriminatory attitudes and views are likely to be compounded for these groups. Sexist and restrictive gender norms remain stubbornly entrenched among some segments of Australian society, restricting Australian women’s potential, limiting their participation in new jobs emerging from the energy transition and leaving them less able to absorb environmental shocks when they occur.

Climate and environmental challenges impact Australian women in a multitude of ways, across the multiple spheres of their lives. This impacts section assesses evidence of the gendered impacts of the climate and biodiversity crises across the themes of health and safety, the home, the community and the workforce.

Health and safety

Health and safety are significantly affected by environmental change in distinctly gendered ways. In a meta-analysis of 130 studies, 68% found that women were more impacted by climate-linked health issues than men. Disaster impacts are gendered partly because women are more likely to engage in caring roles such as looking after vulnerable people like children and older people, while men are more likely to engage in active, ‘heroic’ roles such as defending properties or rescuing people.

Maternal and perinatal health is particularly impacted by climate hazards, as recognised by the World Health Organization. Extreme weather events can trigger adverse outcomes in pregnant women and babies including gestational diabetes, hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, preterm birth, low birth weight and stillbirth. Disasters affect both the provision of safe food and drink and the health and sanitation of living conditions. Living through disasters can also impact mental health during the vulnerable perinatal period.

...when crisis strikes, such as environmental disasters or pandemics, women bear a greater burden of looking after vulnerable or dependent people...
Mothers and expectant mothers are particularly at risk during bushfires. Pregnant women exposed to bushfire smoke face a higher likelihood of complications such as gestational diabetes, high blood pressure and premature birth. Breastfeeding mothers may struggle to maintain adequate hydration during an emergency and mothers of young children often find it difficult to tend to their children’s needs during evacuation.

Disasters are not experienced equally by all members of the population. Research has demonstrated that intersectional aspects of a person’s identity influence disaster vulnerability, including ethnicity, age, health, disability, gender and sexuality. This means that women or gender diverse people who are also from socially marginalised cultures, sexualities or disabilities suffer compounding disaster impacts. For example, research into the 2019–20 Black Summer fires found that Aboriginal people were disproportionately affected, both in terms of the percentage of the population but also because of their deep connection to Country. First Nations researcher Vanessa Cavanagh described the pain she felt realising that the grandmother tree on their family property in Darkinjung Country had been damaged:

> For this grandmother tree, the combination of ongoing drought and persistent flames ended her reign at the far edge of the yard. The sight of this old tree with her crown removed brought warm, stinging tears to my eyes. It was a deep hurt of losing someone far older and wiser than me. Losing someone who was respected and adored. Someone with knowledge I cannot fathom or comprehend. When I told my mum that evening, she reacted similarly: it was a personal and family loss. To others, she might just be a big tree. Yet we know too that Country is powerful and will recover. These trees return to the earth, and their legacy will regenerate; we each have our cycles.

Some Aboriginal people felt that the services and facilities provided by emergency response agencies during the Black Summer fires were culturally unsafe, forcing communities to support each other rather than rely on external support. While this demonstrated significant levels of community resilience in the face of disaster, these experiences have also engendered a distrust of external disaster agencies among some Aboriginal communities.

Women and gender diverse people living with disabilities also experience distinctive challenges during and after environmental crises. One study of people with disabilities and their carers during a major 2017 flooding event in the Northern Rivers found that they had a higher risk of having their home flooded. Participants reported that flood warnings were ‘inaccessible, conflicting and confusing’ and that access to essential services such as healthcare and social services was interrupted. In the aftermath of the flood, access to safe and accessible housing was limited and people with disability had a higher likelihood of developing post-traumatic stress disorder. The research recommended longer-term and specifically tailored disaster preparation and recovery efforts for people with disability, recognising that they have distinctive needs and longer recovery periods. For women and gender diverse people living with disability, these intersecting aspects of their identities compound their vulnerability to environmental crisis.

People from sexual and gender minorities experience a number of disaster-related vulnerabilities linked to their social marginalisation. These include an absence of personal or collective spaces that are free from harassment; experiences of verbal and physical abuse in evacuation centres; and unwitting heteronormative bias in emergency response agencies.
Alice’s experiences illustrate some of the ways that gender diverse people are particularly impacted by disaster. Her case study is adapted from the published findings of the Queering Disasters Project, a research project undertaken to overcome the lack of data on the experiences of gender and sexual minorities during environmental crises.\(^5^2\)

Alice is a trans woman (26–35 years of age) who was living in Brisbane when severe floods struck in 2011. Alice was working for an NGO that promoted the health and wellbeing of LGBT people and lived in a share house with four other trans people. The house and their belongings were significantly damaged in the 2011 Brisbane floods. In trying to access relief payments through Centrelink, Alice experienced bureaucratic difficulties due to the changing gender identities of her house mates and their status as a non-family household.

Research suggests that trans people can often feel unsafe in their homes or neighbourhoods, and Alice and her household had worked hard to create a trans-inclusive domestic environment. Being forced to move out and live in other share houses for a period after the flood disrupted her sense of safety and wellbeing. Residential rebuilding post-disaster can focus on housing for traditional families, leaving trans people like Alice often not overtly considered in these recovery efforts.

Trans people may rely upon access to their clothes, cosmetics, or other personal items to maintain their ‘gender legibility’, which is important both to mental wellbeing and to personal safety from social discrimination. Displacement from one’s home during disaster can make it difficult for trans people to control the way they present their gender to the world. Access to regular hormone replacement can also be an important part of maintaining the trans body, and this can be disrupted during disasters.

Alice was fortunate in that she had an additional supply of hormones to access, because of her concern at the possibility of missing hormone treatment. ‘I was a bit lucky at the time. I’d built a stockpile of hormones. I kind of plan to stock hormones in case something happens, or they cut access’.

Trans people also develop specific forms of resilience that can help during disasters. In Alice’s case, her conscious and deliberate development of community support networks in her neighbourhood and workplace before the floods meant that when crisis struck, she had people she could turn to.

> We grabbed like essential stuff, and suitcases of files of documentation, and put them in people’s cars. One of the other houses came for support. We stayed the night in one of the other share houses over the hill. That’s the first kind of place you would think of getting to.

Alice’s workplace also became a significant source of support for her.

> It was the support from my co-workers that really made it possible for me to get through that time. It was my co-workers who were putting me up, who were queer-identified themselves, gay-identified, and they helped me out with clothing and bedding and accommodation and food and even coming to help clean the place up, you know, I couldn’t have asked for a more supporting workplace at the time.
These experiences reiterate the critical role of community networks of care in helping groups of people to survive and recover from disaster.

Extreme heat is often the deadliest type of disaster in Australia. As extreme heat events increase, pregnant women, children, older people and people with disabilities are particularly vulnerable. Older women are over-represented in heatwave mortality statistics because ‘heatwave vulnerability is largely socially constructed through the intersection of deeply entrenched gender inequality with systemic socio-economic disadvantage’. This was recognised by the European Court of Human Rights, who found that governments have a duty to protect their citizens from climate change, after a group called Senior Women for Climate Protection (with an average age of 74), argued that they were particularly vulnerable to extreme heat as older women.

In the Australian context, the Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS) Summer Heat Survey found that women (85%) surveyed were more likely than men (72%) to feel unwell in the heat. Many respondents reported that heat aggravated existing health conditions and/or disabilities, with perimenopausal women reporting that high temperatures made it more difficult to regulate their body temperature. People with disabilities can be disproportionately affected by heatwaves, such as experiencing a worsening of symptoms for those living with multiple sclerosis. Such impacts are compounded by poverty, with socio-economically disadvantaged areas having less tree cover and green spaces on average, leading to a worsening of the urban heat effect.

While it has long been recognised that physical health is endangered by environmental disasters, it is increasingly recognised that mental health also suffers during and after crisis. One study after the 2009 Victorian bushfires found that the disaster had gendered mental health impacts, with women more likely to develop post-traumatic stress disorder and men more likely to experience heavy drinking. As disasters increase in frequency in the twenty-first century, experts are turning their attention to the mental health impacts of multiple and compounding disasters, where communities have barely recovered from one disaster before the next one hits.

Multiple studies in Australia and overseas have consistently tracked a marked increase in gender-based violence during and after disasters. One study of several communities impacted by bushfires found that the higher the devastation wreaked by fire, the higher the incidence of violence against women. Partly this is due
to a gendered response and understanding of crisis. After the 2009 Victorian fires, men were associated with heroic, active firefighting roles. Recovery workers and authorities such as police tended to empathise with men’s difficulties in coming to terms with their bushfire experiences, and excuse or legitimise men’s violent behaviour towards women and children. Studies found that violence against women increased after the fires, with women’s responsibility for children and other dependents placing them at greater risk.61

In addition to these kinds of sudden and explosive environmental disasters, other types of crises trigger similar consequences. Environmental disasters can be swift and severe, and they can also be longer-term and cumulative in their impact. The Millenium Drought affected communities throughout the Murray-Darling Basin – particularly farming families – with distinctly gendered impacts. Women’s health and wellbeing suffered as demands on their time and resources increased, such as needing to work longer hours to supplement reduced farm income; sacrificing their own needs for their children; taking responsibility for men’s and children’s health and wellbeing; family disruption; and increased gender-based violence.62

As wilderness areas are increasingly encroached upon by humans, more and more zoonotic viruses are predicted to cross between animal and human species in the twenty-first century. As with the COVID-19 pandemic, it is likely that women will carry a disproportionately high care burden during future pandemics.63 Gender-based violence is also associated with pandemics. In the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, 60,000 women in New South Wales experienced family and domestic violence for the first time and 46,000 experienced an escalation in violence.64

Gendered disaster experiences at a community level pervade emergency management services as well. The work of Gender and Disaster Australia (GADAus) has been critical firstly to document and understand the gendered nature of environmental crises and then to develop effective transformation of preparation, prevention, and recovery practices. GADAus is demonstrating that such transformation needs to start with cultural change within emergency response agencies, by increasing the number of women in leadership positions and ‘changing a culture that rewards men for risky behaviour to one that supports both men and women’.65
Case study: Steve O’Malley

Steve O’Malley is the Manager of Emergency Management Sector Engagement at Gender and Disaster Australia and a Senior Emergency Responder. Steve started fighting fires in 1988 and over the course of his career became more aware of how gender operates both in the context of community experiences of disaster and within the emergency management sector. In his work with GADAus, Steve leads training for emergency services personnel that explains how disasters increase gender-based violence, and how responders can become more aware of gender in their work.

Women and children are always going to be disproportionately affected by disasters. Not only in terms of violence, but also in terms of the burden that they have to carry.

In our training we talk about the compounding effects of gender and disaster. What we’re talking about here is domestic violence, basically. Because some men think they can get away with it if they’re a part of the response to the disaster. They blame stress or they blame the contributing factors rather than the causes. There can be an expectation from them and their mates and relatives that they can get away with it. And they shouldn’t. Disaster is no excuse for family violence... We’ve also got a high male suicide rate. So there’s a definite issue with being a dude where you don’t reach out for emotional support when you need it. There’s an expectation that if I project physical or verbal violence then I should be able to get away with it because of what I went through fighting fires or floods. So in the act of protecting others, I should be forgiven if those most close to me feel more frightened and vulnerable.

GADAus responds to these challenges with three key strategies: strengthening the evidence base through research, trying to achieve cultural change through training, and advocating to decision makers and leaders. While the initial research conducted by the organisation was focused more on a gender binary of men and women, its focus has evolved over the years to include intersectional perspectives. More recent work of GADAus has explored how people experience disasters differently based upon their gender, sexuality, and age for example, conducting research with LGBTQIA+ communities and with the elderly.

Part of the training that GAD Australia does is analysing the cultures of the response-oriented organisations who have this hero narrative writ large. But hyper masculine cultures don’t do anyone any good because they encourage inequality. That’s what we’re talking about. I always talk about equity in the workplace. We have nowhere near equal numbers of men and women firefighters. But equity means different things for different people for different reasons.
Steve strongly believes that the emergency services sector needs to do more than just respond to disasters. The sector needs to recognise that part of disaster preparation and prevention is talking about climate change – and that there is therefore a role for the sector to play in advocating for climate mitigation.

The emergency management sector has automatic community credibility without even trying. Everyone loves the firies. So why not step it up a little bit and do something that has some gravitas behind it and some evidence behind it? ... The risk of climate change has been identified; the case has been made. We know what global warming looks like and what we are faced with in years to come. We’ll always do response work well, but prevention and preparedness are also a really important part and that means doing something about the increase in the frequency and severity of disasters due to climate change.
In the home

Environmental challenges impact women across the multiple spheres of their lives, including in the home. As awareness of climate change and waste challenges grows, women consistently take more responsibility for household sustainability efforts, including reducing water and energy usage, minimising waste, and growing fruits and vegetables. This is partly because the home has traditionally been seen as a female domain and domestic sustainability practices can become part of home-making tasks managed by women. It is also because a large body of research suggests that women are generally more concerned about the environment than men and more likely to act on such concerns. For example, the Climate Action Survey run by Griffith University found that Australian women are more concerned and active than men in regards to climate change, and have a greater understanding of the issue.

Climate-fuelled extreme weather is placing additional burdens on households. Global and domestic crises are sparking increased costs of fuel, energy, food and more, exerting significant cost of living pressures on Australian households. Research by Australian Parents for Climate Action found that an overwhelming majority of families had found their living costs had gone up including food costs (94.1%), petrol costs (85.4%) and electricity costs (78.8%). A 2023 Women’s Agenda survey of Australian women found that 24% were struggling to afford a home for their family and 27% anticipated difficulties paying their energy bills over the next three months. In the 2024 Heat Survey, conducted by the ACOSS in partnership with the First Nations Clean Energy Network, women (59%) were more likely than men (50%) to say they struggle to cool their home and women (85%) were more likely than men (77%) to be struggling to pay for essentials like energy, food, and medicine. As a result, women were more likely to be reducing energy usage in order to pay bills and were three times as likely to currently have an energy debt or consider it to be imminent (18% of women; 6% of men). First Nations respondents were more likely to be struggling to afford essentials. People receiving income support (69.4%) and First Nations people (55%) were more likely to say they had or were soon to have an energy debt.

Climate-linked disasters are also damaging or destroying more and more Australian homes, leaving homelessness in their wake. Women are particularly vulnerable to homelessness. Over the period 2016–2021, men’s homelessness increased by 1.6% while women’s increased by 10.1%. The number of homeless older women increased by 31 per cent during this time, up to almost 7,000 in 2016. While women aged over 55 were previously the segment of the population most affected by homelessness, they are now outpaced by women aged 35–44. Due to limitations in data collection, these figures underestimate the full extent of women’s homelessness, particularly for women experiencing family violence, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women, and women with disability. Women experiencing homelessness also experience intersecting risks such as violence and abuse, physical and mental health impacts, and difficulties accessing employment. Climate change exacerbates these housing-related risks for older women. An increase in extreme weather events has led to rising insurance premiums and has expanded definitions of which homes and communities are vulnerable to disasters, leading to increased numbers of homes that are either uninsurable or unaffordable to insure. The Climate Council estimates that by 2030 520,940 Australian properties, or one in every 25, will be ‘high risk’ and uninsurable.

As Australian households look to reduce emissions and homes transition into the twenty-first century, research is beginning to focus on the gendered aspects of emerging technologies such as energy feedback portals, smart home systems, home efficiency improvements, electric vehicles, solar photovoltaic panels, and home batteries. The energy sector has long been a male-dominated field and the renewable energy sector reflects this. As technologies for more energy efficient homes emerge these are also largely developed by masculinist fields such as computer science and artificial intelligence. At present, the masculinist bias of these developing technologies remains largely unexamined, with implications for whether these domestic technologies are equally accessible and usable for all genders. This leads to a danger that not all households or all household members
will be equally involved in the adoption and use of these new technologies, and therefore have less equitable access to the energy transition. If the gendered development of these new technologies remains unexamined, there is also a risk that existing gender inequities in household divisions of labour or access to paid employment may be perpetuated. Such technologies are also inaccessible for some households for socio-economic reasons, being unaffordable for people on lower incomes including single-parent households which are largely headed by women and women living in social housing, who are often in poorly constructed homes with limited or expensive heating and cooling options.
Case study: Kaye Graves

Kaye Graves’ professional work seeks to understand the impacts of environmental change on migrant women in the home, as well as their experiences interacting with disaster response agencies. Kaye works for Bendigo Community Health Services (BCHS), the key agency responsible for humanitarian and refugee resettlement in the region.

BCHS takes a broad public health approach to quality of life and sees adapting to environmental impacts as part of their work developing health literacy for refugees to achieve safe, sustainable living. Community consultation in refugee languages is central to their approach, as is co-design with bilingual staff from refugee communities. Taking gender into account means different things to different communities. With Afghan refugees, who are predominantly Muslim, a gender-segregated approach to community education is often preferred. Burmese Karen refugees may be Buddhist, Christian or other denominations and a gendered approach to community education is often less important.

Kaye explains that female refugees have a gendered experience of adjusting to life in Australia, leading to different environmental impacts.

If you’ve been born in a refugee camp in Thailand, you get married, you have your babies there, and you arrive when you’re 45. You might even have grandchildren by that age. You’ve only ever lived enclosed by a barbed wire fence. You’ve all slept together in your bamboo hut, and you have quite distinct roles.

But when you get to Bendigo, you both get Centrelink payments. You’re both expected to go to English classes. And that’s really hard for the women then to separate from their children, because they’ve only ever slept with their extended families... After 12 months, if you don’t continue to learn English, you have to start looking for a job.

There’s a disadvantage if you’re a woman in this settlement model, because it’s really hard to put your kid into childcare when you’ve never had childcare before. Some of the women are left behind because of those reasons. They’re staying home in hothouses. They don’t go out to work in the air-conditioned factory. They walk their kids to school, come rain, hail, or shine. There’s also an intergenerational component around care for the elderly. So [climate] impacts are different.

BCHS have also identified differences in energy and water usage among refugee communities. Managing appliances in the home is challenging for someone who has lived in different kinds of accommodation before their arrival in Australia.

The first time you live in a rental is the day you get off the plane from your refugee camp. You have no idea how to flush the toilet, how to use the washroom. How to cope on a hot day. We’ve had situations where our newly arrived families have been cold because the gas pilot light went out and they didn’t know what to do. Or they’re sweltering in heat because they’ve forgotten how to switch the air conditioner on. So, if you think of the environmental impacts on lifestyle, it’s exacerbated because refugees come from a very different environment.

These kinds of environmental factors in the home especially impact women, because sometimes they are more likely to be doing the domestic work of caring, cooking and cleaning. The fact that water, electricity, and gas bills are all in English makes it challenging for people from...
non-English-speaking and largely illiterate backgrounds to develop energy literacy. BCHS employs a Karen woman to help explain to other Karen women in their own language how they can use energy more efficiently.

In addition, BCHS is working to ensure that disaster preparation and recovery is more culturally inclusive. Five years ago, there were no resources available in languages spoken by Hazara or Karen refugees. This led to the initiation of the Emergency Preparedness Program, a collaboration between BCHS, the State Emergency Services (SES), Country Fire Authority (CFA), and City of Bendigo. The team developed videos and fact sheets in three languages, and community education sessions within faith-based groups to build their disaster preparedness. Each year, champions are recruited and conduct recorded community conversations.

The project is also ‘reorienting service providers to understand new and emerging communities’. Kaye runs a session with SES, CFA, and council emergency staff to help them understand the refugee journey, explain that disasters would have been experienced differently in countries of origin, and encourage the establishment of recovery centres that are culturally inclusive.

In the community

As the climate and environment shift in the twenty-first century, the volunteer efforts of community members in land and habitat management, supporting community transition, and managing disasters is both essential and growing, with women taking on a disproportionate amount of this load. Women have consistently led community volunteer initiatives in Australia, from op shops to kindergarten committees and from the Country Women’s Association to church fetes. Australian Bureau of Statistics data found that in 2020 26% of women volunteered compared to 23% of men.78 Similarly, Volunteering Australia found that in 2022, 28.6% of women volunteered and 24.7% of men volunteered.79

Women have played a variety of community leadership roles in relation to climate and environment, including as women Elders, convening climate justice and environmental groups, contributing to government advisory groups, and influencing climate-related programs and policies in schools, local government, and community organisations. Such volunteering efforts can be understood as part of women’s caring roles in their communities: caring for local places and local people.

Women and gender diverse people have demonstrated extensive leadership in the creation of community led campaigns, advocacy and environmental action, but their roles have often been overlooked.80 Women have been foundational in the establishment and sustenance of the modern Australian environmental movement, from the Franklin campaign to the School Strikes for Climate, though their contributions have been less often recognised through formal or paid leadership roles, in the media, or through funding of their initiatives.81

In addition to advocacy and campaigning, women have played a significant role in caring for local environments. Land and habitat management has been carried out by First Nations people for tens of thousands of years and continues into the present, with First Nations women acting as highly knowledgeable
land managers, often responsible for particular places and/or species. Indigenous women play a vital caring for Country role as rangers, particularly in Northern Australia. While colonisation has caused severe damage to ecosystems across Australia, settler Australians have belatedly realised the need for more sustainable land management practices often through observing environmental degradation at the local level.

Non-Indigenous women have also been heavily involved in caretaking of local areas and gardens. Landcare Australia originated in 1983 with an initiative of Joan Kirner (then Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands) and Heather Mitchell, (then President of the Victorian Farmers Federation). Although women’s roles in local Landcare groups have sometimes been under-recognised, women have played significant roles as knowledgeable land managers with a strong ethic of stewardship. Community gardens also play important social and environmental roles in local regions and are often led by women – in one research study they constituted 70 percent of community gardeners.

Case study: Yuki

Yuki’s experiences volunteering in her local area are representative of the kinds of under-acknowledged community building and environmental custodianship that women undertake in their local communities all around Australia. Yuki is a 39-year-old woman who migrated from China 16 years ago. She works in information and communications technology in private industry. Yuki lives with her father, her partner and two children in the City of Whittlesea in Melbourne. Yuki is involved in several volunteering initiatives for the environment in her local community. With her father and her son, she is regularly involved in her local community garden. She also volunteers for Clean Up Australia initiatives and for Bicycle Network.

Yuki’s local community garden functions with some support from local council staff, who help them write grants to provide tools and other supplies. Most members of the garden come to tend the plots or harvest fruit and vegetables whenever they have spare time. There are also monthly catch ups for all members where they can socialise and work on group projects.

It’s a great socialisation opportunity. Particularly because my dad doesn’t speak English much, but there’s someone else at the garden who speaks the same language so often they communicate together, sharing experiences and tips. I also like having a sense that we eat what we grow and that’s something I can show my children. It does help them to foster an appreciation for nature. Especially when they observe the process from planting seeds and then it grows into something we can eat.
Gardening is recognised as an activity with measurable positive benefits, particularly for physical and mental health. Such benefits can be particularly pronounced for migrant communities, where gardening is linked to intergenerational cultural traditions, and maintaining a sense of identity and connectedness. A substantial number of community gardens have developed in response to the needs of newly arrived migrants in socio-economically disadvantaged areas, and women have been at the forefront of establishing and maintaining such gardens.

Yuki also volunteers for the organisation Bicycle Network which offers different volunteering opportunities. She participates in a ‘super count’ where she sits at a designated recreational path and records data such as the people walking or cycling by. She also notes the cycling conditions, design and visibility of the track, and cyclist behaviour such as compliance with helmet wearing. Data is collated and sent to local council for better planning, traffic control and track maintenance.

Despite her busy life as a professional woman and mother of two children, Yuki finds time to volunteer for these environmental initiatives because she sees it as family time. Her involvement in the community garden fosters intergenerational connection between three generations of her family and the Clean Up Australia events are often next to a park or playground so it is relatively easy to bring her children. Having her father’s help with caring for her children also gives Yuki more time for community-based activities. Yuki said, ‘I think this is a very important issue, so I want my children to get involved from when they are young. That way they can start to get used to such activities and get an awareness that there is work to be done.’

Yuki has observed that the majority of participants in these community-based environmental activities are women. Reflecting on why that might be, she mused:

*I think women do seem to care more and are more willing to take action. It might be different from the stereotypes we usually think of. Usually, we think women are thinkers and men are doers, but sometimes it’s not the case. I think women are more willing to take action. Also, we are often more comfortable to socialise and work with other people. Some men prefer to do something just on their own rather than participate in groups like this.*
Stories like Yuki’s exemplify the way that women often play a vital role within communities as the glue that binds people to each other and to their local places. But when environments come under pressure or are damaged by climate change and biodiversity loss, this means that women also bear a high burden of healing and repair.

In an era of escalating disasters, there is a need to acknowledge that formal emergency services will not be able to handle all the demands on their resources when crisis strikes, meaning that informal community support is critical. Given that this increase in the frequency and ferocity of disasters is inevitable, relationships and networks need to be strengthened before disasters strike, so they are not solely emerging in a reactive mode in response to sudden crisis. Research highlights the significant role of women in preparing for, surviving and recovering from disasters, and urges policy and investment decisions which better support the ‘soft infrastructure’ of community based resilience that is so often led by women.

In the workplace

Gender also influences the impacts of climate and environmental change on employment experiences. It is broadly recognised that Australia needs to transition to a greener economy in order to rapidly reduce our carbon emissions. But conversations about how to achieve a just transition to a new economy have centred upon male-dominated industries like fossil fuel.

Largely absent from public conversations has been the acknowledgment that some of the sectors hardest hit by environmental change are care-based and feminised sectors. Internationally, two-thirds of paid care workers are women. Care workers working in childcare, aged care, disability care and social work carry a higher load during disasters because they serve vulnerable populations. Health care workers also manage a higher patient load due to illness and death linked to extreme weather. Many of these sectors already struggle with low pay, insecure work, and limited workplace protections, and tend to have higher numbers of Australians from culturally diverse backgrounds.

Care workers are on the front lines of climate change... When extreme weather events happen, physical infrastructure is more likely to break down and the social infrastructure will be the only thing left. This will mean that care workers will often be first responders, with the skills and understanding of what people need and where they are located.
Largely absent from public conversations has been the acknowledgment that some of the sectors hardest hit by environmental change are care-based and feminised sectors.
Daele O’Connor is a Māori woman who has witnessed firsthand the impacts of climate change on women in the workforce. Daele is part of the climate action team in the United Workers Union. Growing up in New Zealand, Daele was fortunate to be brought up on a marae.

A marae is like a community. And what connects us to our marae is through our whakapapa, our genealogy. How our whakapapa goes is family, whānau, hapū, which is like extended whānau, and then iwi, which is our tribes.

Daele remembers that everyone was treated as an equal on their marae and that the community took collective responsibility to raise children. There were many elders, or aunties and uncles, who would take children to the ocean to collect seafood.

They’d be teaching us the respect of tangaroa, of the ocean. And our food source. Always take enough just for a kai, just for a meal. Because there will always be plentiful kai for the next person. And when they would put a rahui, which means close the seabeds, and no one was allowed on that seabed, no one questioned it. It was all around conserving our food sources, looking after and being sustainable.

Daele reflects sadly that much of that wisdom that she was raised with has been lost through little more than a generation.

Born with a cleft palate, Daele experienced bullying and discrimination as a child. Her family were assisted to pay for the high costs of the health care she needed by the New Zealand Crippled Children Society. This eventually inspired Daele’s decision to enter disability care as an adult. ‘I always kind of had an inkling that I would always end up in the disability sector, giving back what the Children’s Society were able to do for me.’

Daele’s mother was also a disability support worker. The first week of Daele’s new job, her mother encouraged her to attend the union meeting where they were negotiating their agreement. The union delegate at the time pointed at Daele and said, ‘You’re the next delegate’. As Daele explains, ‘when you’re picking a delegate, it’s normally the mouthy one!’

Over the years, Daele progressed through the union to branch delegate and then roles in the national office. Across these roles, Daele was always supporting the care sector, including disability, mental health, aged care, and social work. She became the national president of her union and was ‘proud to lead our union through a constitutional change and brought Te Tiriti o Waitangi in partnership with our union. I’m very proud of that. Being Māori and being a woman to have led our members through that change.’

Daele explains what motivates her as a leader in the union movement:

Every morning, I wake up and I think what am I going to do today that’s going to make a difference in someone’s life? Whether it be small or whether it be life changing. I’ve been proud to have been involved in campaigns that have been life-changing to women. One campaign that our union back in New Zealand ran was an equal pay campaign, for our members who were predominantly women and predominantly Māori and Pasifika, and it was worth $2 billion.
In 2017 Daele moved to Australia with her son, taking up a job with the Australian Workers Union who later merged to become the United Workers Union. Her recent work has focused upon how climate change is affecting care workers in Australia. She believes that the care sector is the industry most profoundly affected by environmental change.

"When you look at jobs of the future, that’s in the care sector. It’s not in renewable energies, it’s not going to be in mining. It’s not going to be in manufacturing or logistics, because that’s all going to be automated. How do you transition workers from mining to renewables, mining to care sector, logistics to care sector? It’s about lifting women, the value of women’s work. When women, as carers, when there’s a flood, when there’s earthquakes, when there’s fires, do we just stop? Do we just stop doing what we’re doing? I guarantee that a care worker will go through hell on earth to get to their client."

Daele believes that to bring people along in their understanding of climate issues, we need to communicate through stories rather than research or science.

"Climate work, environmental work, it’s slow. It’s little steps, so you could just bring people with you. It’s about educating people along the way, but you’ve got to communicate in a non-threatening way, but in a way where they can relate to it. When you share those stories about workers that you’ve supported or the work that you’ve done yourself, that’s when they relate to it. That’s when they’re walking with you and not feeling threatened."
...women and gender diverse people are particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate and environmental challenges... across the home, community, workplace and matters of health and safety...
Australian unions are primarily approaching climate change as an issue of health and safety at work, gathering data and delivering training concerning the impacts of environmental change on workplaces. A report on High Heat and Climate Change at Work found that heat is impacting safety and productivity in Australian workplaces. On hot days, more than half of the workers surveyed are significantly impacted by heat but have limited ability to mitigate its impacts. However, gender is still largely missing from these conversations. Although the High Heat report recognised that certain industries are more affected, as well as older workers and workers with pre-existing health conditions, the issue of gender was not considered.91

Emerging research argues that just transition policies and programs need to think expansively about what Australia’s climate-changed future could look like in order to genuinely address the diverse needs of communities experiencing social and economic change. Research into a just transition for the coal mining town of Collie in Western Australia found that there had been too great an emphasis on supporting affected workers in the coal industry, and too little attention to addressing social and gender issues including housing affordability, mental health support and childcare accessibility.92 When community consultations were held in the fossil-fuel-dependent town of Gladstone, Queensland, about what kind of new economy and society the community wanted to transition towards, healthcare, housing and liveability were three key pillars. Recognising women’s rights and central roles in these three areas will be fundamental to just adaptation and needs to be centred in transition decision-making.93 There is currently only limited recognition in the Australian context that women and gender diverse workers are impacted by climate change in specific, gendered ways that demand targeted policy responses.

The first section of this report has demonstrated the multiple ways in which women and gender diverse people are particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate and environmental challenges. Across the home, community, workplace and matters of health and safety, extreme weather, biodiversity loss, and other environmental issues are experienced in gendered ways in the Australian context. But women and gender diverse peoples are more than just passive victims of environmental change – they are also active participants in solving these challenges, offering distinctive and much-needed perspectives.
Gendered responses and solutions to climate and environmental issues

Women are more vulnerable than men to the devastating impact of climate change. Women are also missing out on the chance to be part of the climate solution. Our data shows that women are lagging behind men in almost every aspect of the transition to a green economy, and in many cases these gaps are widening.\(^{94}\)

What difference does gender diversity make to climate and biodiversity solutions?

While we know that women and gender diverse people remain vulnerable to environmental change, their voices are not always centred in designing solutions. Greater engagement with all genders will lead to climate and environmental outcomes that are both more equitable and more successful, for a range of reasons.

At the most pragmatic level, solutions are only effective when the experiences and perspectives of those most impacted are listened to and included. That means we need to involve everyone affected by environmental challenges in order to find solutions that work.\(^{95}\) This is a basic participatory and co-design principle that informs much policy-making in contemporary Australia – yet a lack of attention to gendered perspectives pervades policy discussions of climate and environmental issues.

There are also compelling citizenship-based arguments. As a group constituting more than half of the Australian population, women and gender diverse people are a significant proportion of Australian citizens, and a rights-based approach to environmental issues implies that all citizens are included in considering responses to environmental challenges. Solution design needs to prioritise the participation of women in all their diversities and lived experiences.

In a comparative international sense, Australia has an opportunity to enhance our reputation on the world stage by considering gender in relation to climate and environmental issues. As a developed economy in a developing region, Australia arguably has a moral obligation to provide policy leadership on this matter, and such leadership will only enhance our relationships with our Pacific neighbours and our ambitions to host COP31. As a clear global consensus has emerged regarding the need to gender our understandings of environmental impacts and responses, there is an opportunity for us to take a leading role in translating international evidence into the Australian context, providing lessons for other countries to follow.
Feminist approaches

But the most compelling argument for gendering our understandings of climate and environmental issues is offered by a feminist analysis. Feminist perspectives on policy-making insist that all genders, including women, in all their diversities and lived experiences, are incorporated into the design, implementation and evaluation of any policy. Increasingly, feminist policy analysis also demands an intersectional perspective, questioning how decisions will impact citizens differently depending on their cultural and linguistic background, gender and sexuality, health and disability, and socio-economic background.

Feminist analysis also invites a step back from climate and environmental challenges, encouraging us to understand that piecemeal or band aid solutions will not adequately respond to problems of this magnitude. The unsustainable ways of perceiving and interacting with the natural world that caused our contemporary environmental problems are linked with patriarchal, colonialist and extractivist mindsets that originated with elite white men. In the context of catastrophic climate and ecosystem breakdown, a wholly new approach to human-nature interaction is required, not merely technocratic solutions. A feminist ethics of care proposes a different mode of interaction, one which prioritises care for people and care for the planet.

This section of the report details evidence that climate and environmental solutions led by or involving women and gender diverse people achieve more effective or equitable outcomes. Such evidence spans a range of sectors including politics, conservation, and energy. But the reasons why diverse gender representation makes a difference across these fields goes beyond equity. Research additionally confirms that women and gender diverse people bring different beliefs, opinions, and approaches to their work. We will consider sector-specific evidence before outlining a series of general conclusions for increasing the gender diversity of climate and environmental leadership.
Case study: Sarah Eccles

Sarah Eccles is a Wadawurrung woman centring First Nations women’s voices and Caring for Country practices within the places and projects she has worked in with Aboriginal organisations, conservation organisations and government agencies. Sarah grew up, ‘knowing that caring for Country is essential to our wellbeing and our Country’s wellbeing’.

Sarah undertook studies in arts, humanities, social sciences, conservation, and land management. Her studies provided knowledge in conservation practices to complement the cultural knowledge learnt from her Elders. Alongside her studies she took on voluntary roles in local community projects healing Country, such as Green Corps – an Australian Government program training young people in conservation through volunteering in large re-vegetation programs – and at CERES – an environmental education centre, community garden, urban farm, and social enterprise in Naarm (Melbourne). Her next role was with Greening Australia, an organisation carrying out landscape restoration. Sarah coordinated a project working alongside First Nations communities with native foods and caring for Country businesses.

Sarah then worked for many years with Bush Heritage Australia, a nation-wide conservation organisation, supporting the development of the Indigenous partnership program. This role fostered collaborations with Indigenous groups across the nation to bring resources and support to their caring for Country programs, ranger teams and Indigenous Protected Areas work. This has been part of a journey towards Traditional Owners having a greater say in and care of Country, towards joint or full management.
When Sarah began there was only one relationship with Traditional Owners, but when she left,

working in partnership with First Nations was at the heart of the organisation’s values and how Bush Heritage works. There were around 26 partnerships across the nation. Realised through slow building of relationships, of understanding and respect for the role we have as First Nations people in continuing to care for our country and community, but also of the disadvantages experienced in our daily lives that make this challenging.

Sarah spends more of her time working with her own Wadawurrung community now, sharing her skills and experiences learnt in forming Caring for Country collaborations. Sarah has supported the creation of Wadawurrung’s Paleert Tjaara Dja – Let’s make Country Good Together – plan. She has subsequently supported putting it into action and the development of the Gobata Dja – Caring for Country program and team. This has become an important cross-cultural communication tool expressing the collective voice and perspective of Wadawurrung people in self-determining their future.

In wanting to see positive change and support for her community’s needs, Sarah has served multiple periods of being a director and co-chair on the Board of Directors of the Wadawurrung Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation. She has found decision-making to be very gendered in this context, with few women leaders represented.

As a mother raising girls who will continue this work, I feel the importance of nourishing these leadership qualities and that includes my own abilities to be their strong example. I know I have a role to create space for women’s leadership and voices in caring for Country, in conservation and in designing local solutions and policy that impacts our lives and our families. We need our women to step up and voice up and yarn up because we’re ultimately the ones that carry a strong caring role.

Sarah also works part time in a social enterprise for conservation management, does consultancy work with Melbourne Water, and sits on the Great Ocean Road Coast and Parks Authority Board as a Wadawurrung representative. Reflecting on her career to date, Sarah sees the need for a greater valuing of First Nations women’s leadership.

There’s men’s and women’s business – knowledge that men and women hold separately, as much as we need each other to care for Country and community. What I see a lot in a community context and through the broader caring for Country movement is men are often at the front with all the yarns and perceived decision-making but it’s the women in the background who do everything. When you really hear ideas and ways of doing things that are centred on caring and looking after generations and healing – it’s women coming through.
Gender in conservation and environmental work

Gender differences have often been noted in international conservation work. Market-based responses to environmental challenges – such as offsetting carbon and biodiversity – have come to dominate global responses to climate change and biodiversity loss. Yet market-based solutions are rooted in patriarchal and colonialist systems and primarily benefit white men in the Global North. Including more women with diverse lived experiences, particularly from low-income countries, offers the opportunity to craft responses to climate and biodiversity crises that are more complex and effective, based on a lived understanding of social inequities. Environmental solutions are stronger and more enduring when they have ongoing support from communities directly impacted by environmental change.

One feminist analysis of the water industry argued that men tend to try to ‘control’ natural resources like water and prefer technology or engineering centred responses to water management. This can be characterised as ‘a masculinist-paternalist ambition to control the unpredictable and undisciplined – in this case, the natural environment’. When women are involved, decisions and approaches to water usage become more relational. People become the solution rather than technology. Some evidence suggests that women tend to prefer nature-based solutions (NbS) to climate and environmental challenges while men favour technological approaches.

Perhaps this is why research suggests that when women are involved in or lead conversation projects, natural resource management and climate change adaptation activities, there is a greater likelihood of success. Women often use natural resources in their local areas differently to men, yet tend to exercise less formal control and influence. For example, research in India and Nepal has demonstrated that the inclusion of women in forest management groups leads to better conservation outcomes and resource governance.

Empowering more women in local resource decision-making may lead to better resource governance and conservation.

Nature-based solutions and women’s climate leadership represent the kinds of systems-level, transformational actions needed to respond to climate change. Yet both remain under-funded at the international level. Currently less than 1% of global charitable funding goes to women-led environmental action. Women are often stewards of natural resources like firewood and water, with specialised knowledge of how to sustainably maintain and use these resources. Investing in women-led initiatives is likely to benefit more than just environments, as women typically re-invest 90% of their earnings back into family and community. Increasing funding for NbS and women-led climate action represents an opportunity to harness and multiply the benefits of both.

In particular, there is evidence about the benefits of supporting nature-based solutions led by Indigenous women. Support for such efforts remains inconsistent, however. Although nature-based solutions are a priority area for the European Commission, women and Indigenous peoples have been inadequately centred in funded NbS projects to date, despite being particularly impacted by climate and environmental challenges. Inclusion of both groups is critical to increase the likelihood of meaningful, effective and long-lasting nature-based solutions.
In the Australian context, where Indigenous rangers are responsible for managing land and seas representing around 44% of the national protected area estate, over one-third of the 2,000 ranger positions funded in the Australian Government Indigenous rangers program are women.\textsuperscript{107} In remote areas where a lack of local jobs is a major barrier to women’s employment, Indigenous ranger programs have been important sources of employment opportunities for women. The Wiyi Yani u Thangani Report notes that Indigenous ranger programs nurture pride in women and girls, and permit appropriate management of women’s sites and women’s business.

\textit{Our women rangers hold a vital place in actively using our knowledge, and learning innovative practices, to keep our Country, our people and all human and non-human relatives healthy and strong. Our men play an equally important role, but our women rangers have been undervalued and under-resourced. It is essential we invest in women working on Country to ensure our sacred women’s sites, law, knowledge and songs are maintained and protected.}\textsuperscript{108}

The Strong Women for Healthy Country Network has been operating since 2019, bringing together Indigenous women rangers from across the Northern Territory to an annual gathering.\textsuperscript{109} Through this collaboration the network has produced a set of best practice principles for caring for Country. One of the aims of the guide is to improve gender equality in land management workplaces.\textsuperscript{110} The Strong Women for Healthy Country Forum 2021 noted the importance of this work being underpinned by strong communication and governance, as well as opportunities for networks of women rangers to work together.\textsuperscript{111}

However, meaningful efforts to engage women in all their diversity are still lacking internationally. Peer-reviewed literature relating to the climate and biodiversity crises remains dominated by men from the Global North. In one analysis of authorship, only 36% were women, 31% of first authors were women, and less than 2% were women from the Global South.\textsuperscript{112} Another study of 100 influential climate science papers found that less than 1% of authors were African-based and nearly three-quarters were employed by European or North American institutions. Women comprised less than a quarter of authors, with only 12 papers produced by a female lead author.\textsuperscript{113} This is despite the fact that one large study demonstrated that the greater the diversity of scientists involved in research projects, the greater the impact of the research they produced.\textsuperscript{114}

Women in conservation organisations report that their gender restricts their career development, with men more likely to influence conservation and science decisions, and women more likely to experience harassment and discrimination. Even when diverse gender representation is achieved, women can still experience systemic inequity, particularly due to intersectional issues such as race and caring responsibilities.\textsuperscript{115}

Genuine reform would mean recognising that women are not a homogenous group, rather their experiences are layered with race, ethnicity, age, religion, income level and disability. It would also require that conservation and natural resource management institutions implement measures to address gender equity and inclusion in their internal operations, not just in projects they fund.\textsuperscript{116} There are efforts afoot to change this.
Case study: Robyn James

Robyn James is an environmentalist whose conservation and climate projects and doctoral research are designed to address barriers and opportunities for women in conservation. Robyn is Director of Gender and Equity at the Nature Conservancy Asia Pacific. For over 25 years she has been driving conservation and climate efforts in the Asia Pacific region, collaborating with communities in more than 17 countries including Australia, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands. She is also undertaking a PhD in gender and conservation at the University of Queensland.

All of Robyn’s work is underpinned by a commitment to gender equity in natural resource management, so that conservation work respects women’s expertise, benefits women in communities and avoids adversely affecting women. Through her work with The Nature Conservancy and her doctoral research, Robyn has demonstrated that women are often underrepresented, and sometimes even completely absent, in conservation work – but when women are intentionally included, projects are more likely to succeed. She has also shown that women are systematically discriminated against in scientific research, conservation projects and even in conservation organisations – that can be highly conscious of environmental impacts but less of gendered impacts. Women face further barriers due to other aspects of their identity, including race, class, location, and religion.

While her research has provided quantitative proof of these trends in countries from low to high income, Robyn has also directly experienced these issues.

It is important to recognise that these gender imbalances are present in environmental organisations themselves. For example, women often occupy communicative and administrative roles (with a focus on so-called soft skills), and men are over-represented in positions that involve strategy, risk-taking, fieldwork, or are leadership oriented.

I have been discouraged from applying for leadership positions because management felt that it would be unsafe for a woman to travel to remote locations, or that my parenting responsibilities would make it difficult for me to meet travel requirements. In stark contrast, my male counterparts were alternatively encouraged into leadership positions, even though they had children of similar age and often less experience than me.

Multiple studies have shown that women in conservation and climate science are paid, cited, and promoted less often than men, and are less likely to receive invitations to editorial boards, research panels, and grant proposals. Robyn’s research includes practical strategies for organisations wishing to make meaningful progress towards not just gender parity, but gender equity.
Gender in science and technology

Some of the challenges in achieving gender equity and inclusion in a range of fields including conservation, scientific research and science-related industries like clean energy are linked to deep-seated cultural attitudes. The barriers to attracting women and girls into Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects at secondary and tertiary education are linked to the difficulties with retention of women in research and industry. This problem is not new, and a range of programs and organisations have attempted to tackle it, but have not yet resulted in the changes needed. Women are only 16% of Australia’s STEM-skilled workforce and on average women in the professional, technical and scientific services industry earn 23.7% less than men. Within STEM research, women are 52% of the lowest rung of researchers and 23% of the highest rung. Similarly in STEM organisations, women are only 28% of managers and 8% of CEOs or Heads of Business. These figures are concerning for a number of reasons, but particularly because science and technology will be shaping climate and environmental responses into the future, and women are missing out on some of the major decision-making spaces. For example, the proportion of female authors on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has increased from less than 5% in 1990 but is still only just over 20% in recent assessment reports. Women from the Global South and/or non-English speaking backgrounds particularly felt that it was difficult for them to influence IPCC reports. In addition to scientific research and authorship, ensuring that emerging technology is designed, tested, and rolled out by people of all genders and diversities is critical to ensuring that it meets the needs of all Australians.

Yet climate technology remains dominated by men. A pervasive stereotype of the ‘tech bro’ – a young, white, able-bodied cis male – operates to inhibit financial support for new ideas from other types of innovators, especially women. Companies founded by men receive more than double the level of investment of those founded by women. In 2018 only 22% of Australian startups were founded by women. In the last financial year, only 0.7% of private sector funding went to startups founded by women. This is despite the fact that women-owned startups achieve greater financial success over time. Indeed, women-founded startups generate 78 cents of revenue for every dollar of start-up funding compared to a return of 31 cents per dollar from men-founded start-ups. To address this gendered investment gap, Scale Investors was founded in 2013 with a mission dedicated to investing in Australian women-led startups. In addition to connecting angel investors with startups boasting women-led or gender diverse teams, Scale Investors also hosts an online education platform for women founders.
Case study: Kirstin Hunter

Kirstin Hunter is the Managing Director at Techstars, the largest pre-seed technology investor in the world. She helps to identify startups in innovative technologies and connect them with pre-seed investment, training, networks, and mentoring.

While the Techstars program is not climate-specific, Kirstin expects all founders in their program to understand that business cannot ignore climate and environmental issues in the twenty-first century.

*Climate is both the biggest threat and the biggest opportunity economically.* Even if founders and their businesses are not climate businesses, in 2023 every business is a climate business one way or another. The impact on the climate can be positive, neutral, or negative.

Kirstin believes that businesses cannot afford to separate consideration of climate and sustainability issues from their core business strategy. She hopes that with some leadership from ‘the small end of town’ they will create new business models that the broader economy can adopt.

Kirstin’s experience in technology financing is that when investment spending is low, unconscious bias plays a larger role, with investors supporting all-male teams. The 2023 State of Australian Funding Report from Cut Through Venture reported that 26% of funding went to companies with at least one woman founder but only 4% went to all female founder teams.130 But Kirstin’s experience leading the accelerator program at Techstars has convinced her that teams benefit from diversity of all types, including gender, age, cultural background and neurotype.

She has found that, *Because women founders are the minority, because the system is not built to serve them, they’re a little bit less in service at the system. They’re a little bit more questioning, a little bit more creative, about the type of funding sources that they’re looking for, and the business models that they’re looking to solve, and much more heart driven problems, rather than economic or idea driven problems that look great on a whiteboard but often don’t survive their first contact with the market.*

Kirstin believes that there are several strategies that could help to shift investor preference away from male-led teams, involving both the carrot and the stick. One is to increase awareness that diverse teams deliver outsized returns. Another strategy is for limited partners to put more pressure on venture capital (VC) funds to explain why their investments lack gender diversity. Finally, Kirstin would like to see more transparency around gender in VC investment. Currently there is pressure for Australian VC funds to voluntarily disclose their gender data. By contrast, California has passed legislation requiring investors to share diversity metrics of the companies they invest into. In the last Techstars accelerator program, 58% of companies were led by female CEOs.

Governments can play a powerful role in shifting gender balances. Kirstin points to the Victorian Government’s Alice Anderson Fund which offers women founders matched funding if they can raise a certain amount of capital from private investors. Government can also help to build ‘thriving ecosystems that are particularly friendly to female founders, thriving tech ecosystems that don’t have that hustle, tech bro culture’. Government can additionally fund the experimentation phase of new innovations,
recognising that there is a considerable upfront cost in testing whether new technology is viable. Prior to working at Techstars, Kirstin was the Director and Chief Executive Officer of Future Super, a superannuation fund specialising in ethical and fossil fuel free investing. Kirstin’s contributions at Future Super were recognised through being named the Superannuation Executive of the Year at the 2019 Women in Financial Services Awards. Kirstin’s role at Future Super was characterised by working collaboratively with the industry.

We were the first to release an impact methodology to understand the carbon intensity of an investment portfolio within the super space. We just went and did it and shared our assumptions and talked to the regulator when they got interested and basically were very transparent about how we calculated the carbon impact of investing with Future Super vs investing in a similar product that lacked ethical screens. We tried to lead the industry to say this is an important thing that your members need to know.

Kirstin foresees significant changes to business in the near future. Fifty years ago, successful businesses were,

*extractive in terms of planetary resources, but also human resources in terms of their staff and their customers. The state of the planet is echoed in the amount of social inequality that we have, which means that extractive businesses don’t have much left to extract either from the planet or its people. The generation of businesses of the future are more likely to be ones that are built in harmony with people and the planet, that genuinely solve real problems, rather than providing a surface level fix that allows the underlying problems to continue.*
Gender in politics and policy-making

Women’s leadership achieves different environmental outcomes in the political arena also. A range of studies across different geopolitical contexts demonstrate a correlation between having more women involved in politics and policy-making and care for the environment. The UN Development Programme asserts that ‘women often show more concern for the environment by supporting pro-environmental policies and leaders’, which means that increasing the numbers and influence of women in politics and decision-making is likely to further environmental goals. A study of 91 countries found that higher female parliamentary representation correlated with stronger climate action policies, with another study similarly finding evidence that a larger number of women in political decision-making was associated with more ambitious climate strategies. Within the European Parliament, men and women were found to be equally likely to express pro-environmental opinions, but in terms of concrete action, women were more likely to vote for environmental legislation. These trends also extend to countries’ support for international action: nations with higher numbers of female politicians more consistently ratify environmental treaties.

However, female representation in politics and policy-making still lags behind gender parity. A 2019 report found that on average, women represented 40% of UNFCCC delegations, suggesting that gender parity in the UNFCCC would not be achieved until 2042. At the COP28 climate talks in 2023, only 15 out of 140 speakers were women, and only 38% of party delegation members were women. Speaking at an event on the importance of women’s leadership to tackling the climate crisis, former US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton criticised the under-representation of women at COP28. ‘We have seen repeatedly that women’s lives, women’s work, is often an afterthought if it’s a thought at all.’

In the Australian context, 39% of federal parliamentarians and 39% of state and territory parliamentarians were women in January 2022. This rose to 44.5% of federal parliament and 43.5% of federal cabinet by November 2022. The current Australian Government has promised $5 million over the next five years to help encourage more women to run for public office at all levels of government. But we need more than just gender diversity – cultural diversity is also lacking in Australian politics with First Nations women and women of colour under-represented in the corridors of political decision-making. Women for Election are running leadership incubation workshops in collaboration with Politics in Colour to help Indigenous women and women from other culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds to learn how to run political campaigns.
...female representation in politics and policy-making still lags behind gender parity. A 2019 report found that on average, women represented 40% of UNFCCC delegations, suggesting that gender parity in the UNFCCC would not be achieved until 2042.
Case study: Bianca McNeair

Bianca McNeair is a Malgana woman from Gutharagudu (Shark Bay) whose work caring for Country has spanned several different cultural, conservation and political roles, including running for political office in 2022 and working with a Greens Senator.

Bianca’s parents emphasised hard work, accountability, and honesty. Bianca remembers her mother ‘taught me my responsibility as a woman, as a mother, as a community person. She was very strong... We have a very strong matriarchal culture in Malgana Country’.

Bianca is a painter, storyteller, and photographer. She explains that ‘Painting is a good way to document our stories. I’ve done work with museums documenting Malgana history and culture.’ For Bianca, being an Aboriginal artist means painting from knowledge of Country, so ‘that sent me on a whole journey of learning about Shark Bay... to know intricately about Malgana Country’.

Losing her mother and father within two years of each other was a ‘huge turning point’ in Bianca’s life. She began working as an Aboriginal education worker and then as a cultural project officer for an Aboriginal organisation, bringing Country and art together through youth programs. She became involved in the native title process that resulted in recognition of Malgana traditional ownership of Shark Bay. These experiences strengthened her understanding of land and sea management and conservation. Bianca completed a Bachelor of Visual Arts which ‘helped me to see that my storytelling, artistic, creative side is the way I can bring blackfellas and whitefellas together for Country’.

After becoming involved in Aboriginal ranger program coordination, Bianca encountered resistance to women joining the program.

In a lot of Aboriginal ranger programs men actually dominate those programs and they say it’s for cultural reasons... I had to really fight hard to say no, you need to separate Aboriginal culture from the culture that you created in your workplace.

Bianca explains that Aboriginal men and women have different relationships to species and Country, but men’s traditional practices are more likely to be recognised by government and industry.

We’ve always had responsibility for the nurture of our own babies, of our families, of our communities... But having that disconnect through colonisation has made it really hard for women to be involved in any of those practices, whereas the men in my community have still had an active traditional fishing industry, where they have traditional fishing licences for commercial fishing. That allowed them to stay connected to those practices of hunting turtle and dugong. Whereas us women, we’ve lost a lot of access to those places, which are really important not only for looking after the turtle, but also for our fertility, our cultural practices and passing on information between generations of our women.

Bianca created and coordinated a program where Malgana women monitor loggerhead turtles at Shark Bay to collect information about movement and breeding patterns to design programs to protect turtles from climate change. The loggerhead turtle program is also passing on cultural knowledge through generations of Malgana women.
We get to take our teenage daughters, when they’re so vulnerable going out into the big world, we get to take them out on Country and teach them cultural practices about becoming a woman as well.

Bianca adapted her program of loggerhead turtle monitoring to help Nhanda women monitor mallee fowl nests, despite the fact that Malgana and Nhanda people were in conflict over native title.

Grandmothers and granddaughters go out on their Country and do mallee fowl mound monitoring once a year. I was really proud of that because if that went through a native title process it would never have worked. But it was just women to women, knowing that we needed to do this for our next generations.

Bianca ran in the 2022 federal election in the seat of Durack. In 2023–24 she worked in the office of a Greens senator, and reflected on how powerful it was to be working for an inspiring Aboriginal woman in politics.

Underpinning all of Bianca’s work caring for Country is an understanding that Aboriginal women bring a much-needed perspective to cultural and environmental issues.

Us women we’re dealing with the issues on a day-to-day basis for our communities... There’s lots of disputes over native title borders and whatever but the one thing all us women have in common is that our babies are committing suicide... As women we’ll go and say what can we do, what can we contribute.
Gender in business and industry

There is also evidence that increasing the numbers of women in industry has financial as well as environmental benefits, though we need more research demonstrating the difference that women’s leadership makes to environmental outcomes in the private sector, where corporate success has traditionally been the major measure of success.

Women enable teams to perform more effectively both in general and in business specifically. Gender diversity in corporate leadership yields clear environmental benefits. Research demonstrates that a 1% increase in women managers in a firm results in a 0.5% decrease in carbon emissions. Boards with greater gender diversity experience significantly fewer environmental lawsuits and receive higher scores on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) performance rankings. An analysis of more than 11,700 listed companies worldwide found a correlation between women on boards and climate governance and innovation. Across the electric utilities, oil and gas, and mining sectors, companies that have more than 30% of women on their boards displayed better climate governance. Gender diversity was also associated with climate innovation, through technology innovation and new business development, and with more innovative and inclusive corporate cultures.

One piece of research tried to understand why gender diverse boards fare better, through interviews with men and women directors from 200 publicly traded companies in the US and Europe. The research concluded that:

First, it turns out that women directors come to board meetings well-prepared and concerned with accountability. Second, women are not shy about acknowledging when they don’t know something, are more willing to ask in-depth questions, and seek to get things on the table. As a result, the presence of women improves the quality of discussion.

Another research project analysed data from 19 European countries and identified a positive correlation between the number of women on boards and corporate sustainability performance. In this research, a board composition of at least 30% women was required to positively enhance corporate sustainability, with the author arguing that this, may be due to women’s style of managing, operating, and setting strategies. Women board members are more stakeholder-oriented and more likely to establish policies that further higher sustainability performance.

Research also shows that companies with gender-diverse leadership teams and boards are more successful than those without. An international study of 366 public companies from diverse industries found that when women represent at least 30% of leadership composition, companies report business gains irrespective of their size. Further, companies with leadership in the top quartile for gender diversity were 15% more likely to have financial returns above their industry’s median, while companies with leadership in the top quartile for racial and ethnic diversity were 35% more likely to report above-average financial returns.

Yet women hold just one in four executive leadership positions in ASX300 companies, with progress on gender equity in Australian corporate leadership seemingly stalled or going backwards. At the current rate of progress, it will take a century for women to constitute 40% of CEO positions among ASX200 companies. In their most recent gender equality scorecard, the Workplace Gender Equality Agency noted that ‘as the level of seniority in management increases, women’s representation decreases’. In 2022–23, the proportion of women CEOs decreased slightly to 22% (from 22.3%) and the proportion of women on boards remained steady at 34%, with only 13% of organisations setting a target to increase this. Only 25% of boards have achieved gender equality and 1 in 4 boards have no women at all.
**Gender in energy**

The clean energy sector cannot grow at the scale required without the participation of half of Australia’s population... The clean energy workforce is predominantly male, especially amongst the critical occupations for clean energy supply and demand... The majority of occupations in shortage have a substantially gendered workforce, most of which are male dominated... The clean energy sector, like the traditional energy sector before it, will not attract, support or retain women in the workforce without transformational change and targeted policy reform.155

Women are also under-represented and under-recognised in the energy sector, both in Australia and internationally.156 The UN Secretary General’s 2022 report on ‘Achieving Gender Equality’ recognised that ‘only a third of 192 national energy frameworks from 137 countries include some gender considerations; women are characterized therein as potential stakeholders or beneficiaries, but rarely as agents of change’.157 Yet gender inclusion and equity in the sector will be essential both to achieve urgent climate change mitigation targets and to ensure that the associated economic benefits are genuinely inclusive.158

More than 80 percent of the new jobs created by the decarbonization agenda will be in today’s male-dominated sectors. Women will not benefit from job creation unless the current gender segregation by occupation is addressed.159

As we shift towards new economies, it will be critical to ensure that the extractivist mindsets that led to catastrophic environmental degradation are not perpetuated, and that women are part of designing these new industries such as clean energy and can benefit from them.160

Women currently represent 23% of the Australian oil and gas industry and 16% of the coal industry.161 Overall, around 35% of the clean energy workforce is female with women predominantly in jobs such as office administration, accounting and cleaning rather than trade-qualified or engineering roles.162 Data on gender in the clean energy sector is imprecise because renewable energy is not its own recognised economic sector, so information is captured in larger aggregated data sets. Accurate data will be critical to establishing targets to improving the numbers of women in the industry.

Research by the Clean Energy Council discovered that women in the sector experience bullying, harassment, and discrimination, and that women are under-represented in senior management and board positions.163 Industry-wide strategies are needed to realise a more inclusive and equitable sector, including addressing the gender pay gap; workforce safety, particularly high rates of harassment; and basic workplace amenities.164

Women-led efforts from the clean energy sector are proving highly successful. The First Nations Clean Energy Network in Australia is co-chaired by Yorta Yorta woman Karrina Nolan (also Executive Director of Original Power) and its gender-balanced Steering Group includes Jaru woman and electrical engineer Ruby Heard, of Alinga Energy Consulting. The Network has an overarching mission ‘to protect Country and make sure the transition to renewable energy in Australia occurs fairly for First Nations people and communities’, within a broader commitment to land rights, sovereignty, and gender justice. A partnership of First Nations people, Traditional Owners, community organisations, land councils, unions, academics, industry groups, technical advisors, legal experts, renewables companies and more, the Network has recently launched a new Community Energy Planning Toolkit.165
Case study: Nicky Ison

Nicky Ison believes that women bring distinctive and necessary perspectives to clean energy, characterised by connectedness, collaboration and multidimensionality. Nicky is Head of Direct Advocacy at Boundless. She trained as an engineer and has worked on renewable energy policy at the World Wide Fund for Nature and Climate Action Network Australia. Nicky has also worked as a social entrepreneur in community-owned renewable energy and as a researcher at the Sustainable Futures Institute, University of Technology Sydney. In her view, climate solutions can be accelerated in two ways. One is a very technocratic, siloed approach like we need this number of megawatts and that’s all we focus on. There’s another way which is to try to look at the social, political, cultural and environmental dimensions as well as the technical and economic dimension... How do you create solutions that are good for people and nature as well as accelerating things technically and economically? That is, how do you think about the interconnectedness of things, and not think in such siloed ways – creating win-win-wins?

If you look at some of the best strategists and campaigners doing the work on this, they’re women... I think the people who help shape the strategy behind the scenes are increasingly women, but the people who help shape the public discourse are still predominantly men, particularly in the solutions space, the energy space. That needs to change.

Women also bring a collaborative approach to climate and environmental challenges that are critically needed in this space.

There are campaigns that you can run where an organisation doesn’t need to collaborate, but in the climate space that doesn’t really exist. The scale of the challenge and the multidimensional nature of it means that there are very few wins that a single organisation can have by itself. So movement-level thinking, fostering collaboration, building power together, is critical. That work is not universally being done by women, but done more by women or by men who you could call pro-feminist men.

Nicky also believes that women are particularly skilled at multidimensional thinking, and climate change is a perfect example of a multidimensional problem that requires solutions that encompass public, community, and environmental aspects.

In my experience it is more likely that women will bring interconnectedness, collaboration and multidisciplinarity to climate and environmental challenges... The consequence is that you get less unintended consequences, because you are operating from multiple perspectives.

We need more women engineers, because engineers are problem solvers. Increasingly the two biggest pieces of action on climate change are engineering challenges and sociopolitical challenges. Those two things can come into tension unless you have people with both skill sets. There’s a tension between process and outcome. We need a process that can build trust but also move quickly.

We need process and capability building to be able to build things quickly.
Increasingly others share Nicky’s view that more women are needed in the clean energy sector, particularly women with engineering skills. The Australian Government has signalled its commitment to gender equality in the clean energy industry by supporting the global *Equal by 30* campaign, a joint initiative of the Clean Energy Ministerial (CEM) and the International Energy Agency (IEA). Work is underway to deliver on five commitments:

1. Initiating an Australian Women in Energy Roundtable to share industry strategies
2. Achieving gender parity in leadership roles within the federal Department of Climate Change, Energy, the Environment and Water (DCCEEW)
3. Sharing Australian Public Service strategies to achieve gender balance and reduce the gender pay gap
4. Building a Women in Energy Resources Hub
5. Championing gender diversity in domestic and international energy forums

However, we will need sustained efforts across government, industry and the NFP sector if we are to ensure that women can benefit from the transition to clean energy, and that the renewables sector can in turn benefit from ensuring that clean energy sector leadership is inclusive of women and gender diverse peoples in all their diversities and lived experiences.
Case study: Anita Talberg

Anita Talberg is Director of Workforce Development at the Clean Energy Council (CEC). She has worked across industry, government, and academia, with academic qualifications in engineering and climate change, and a PhD on the governance of climate engineering. Anita’s role at the CEC focuses upon ensuring the availability of a workforce to power the growth of clean energy in Australia, with three main components.

The first component is attracting sufficient numbers of workers and maintaining accurate workforce data. The second is ensuring that education and training systems are producing skilled individuals who meet the needs of the renewable energy industry. The third component is equity, inclusion, and diversity. Anita highlights this aspect because:

if you’re not employing people from all cohorts, then you’re missing out on a lot of skills and talent. Research shows that a more diverse and inclusive workforce has better workforce retention, has better productivity, has better customer service outcomes, is more innovative. Beyond the business case, there is a moral case, which is that the energy transition affects everybody, so everybody should be involved in shaping that transition.

Global data captured by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) suggests that female representation in clean energy is generally higher in Australia than elsewhere. Women’s representation is also higher in Australian clean energy than comparable Australian industries such as oil and gas.

Despite this, the industry is below gender parity and for several reasons.

It’s a very technical industry. And historically in Australia, we don’t put a lot of women in through STEM courses and we don’t have a system that supports women through that stream...The other element is the trades. We have a huge trade component to our workforce. And, for example, the number of women working as electricians hasn’t gone above 3% in 30 years.

The CEC has three strategies to tackle these challenges. The first is supporting women into leadership roles in renewable energy.

We’re working on supporting women into those leadership positions. And increasingly, we’re going to be working with our members to work out why they don’t have gender parity on their boards.

The second strategy focuses upon STEM, because the renewable energy industry is highly reliant on skills like engineering.

The problem there is economy-wide... We need to be working on the pipeline. For us, that means working to get more women into maths, science, and engineering at that year nine level, and then see if we can support them all the way through.
The third strategy concerns supporting women into trades. The CEC provides policy advice to government and considers support strategies like scholarships. But the problem is more far-reaching.

*Girls aren’t going into those trades. So we need to work out how we change the culture, how we support more of them to be able to make lifestyle choices that are in line with the trade career. So being able to go off and have babies and not lose their apprenticeships.*

There is relatively high cultural diversity in the sector because much of the workforce comes from Europe, the USA and Asia. But despite the fact that many workers have come to Australia through skilled migration programs, Anita reflects that,

*What I have heard from a lot of both job seekers and our employers is that if your experience isn’t an Australian experience, you tend to have your experience disregarded.*

Nevertheless, Anita’s experience is that there are significant numbers of talented women of colour in the sector, particularly in technical roles. Anita believes we need to make space for the different kinds of leadership offered by women and gender diverse people.

*We need to change the way that we think about leadership, around change management. Women are a big part of that story. It’s not trying to shape women into the problem solvers that we’ve had in the past. It’s about re-prosecuting how we solve problems and by reframing it women come to the fore naturally. To do that, we need a lot of male champions who recognise that.*
... research into disaster experiences is demonstrating that the kind of care that women commonly provide is vital to how communities survive and recover from disasters.
Gender and disasters

Research confirms the vital role that women play in building and maintaining community resilience in an era of increasing disasters.

Women contribute to disaster resilience and community strength by combining care skills acquired through personal and professional development, working with families, neighbourhoods and communities.167

The organisation Gender and Disaster Australia has extensively researched the multiple ways that disaster impacts and responses are gendered. Its research confirms that disaster preparedness and recovery within communities often fall along gendered lines. Gender stereotypes which are pervasive across Australian society – for example, that men are seen as protectors and women as nurturers – also influence the roles that different genders play in preparing for and recovering from disasters.168

Men are more likely to be involved in physical preparation work such as trimming trees and setting up sprinkler systems, while women are more likely to pack evacuation bags and practice evacuation drills with community and family members and animals. During disasters, men tend to defend properties and attempt rescues, whereas women are more commonly performing physical and emotional care of vulnerable people such as children and older people. In the aftermath of a crisis, it is often women who perform cooking, caring, and talking to take care of families and communities, while men typically attempt more physical and tangible tasks such as clearing debris or rebuilding structures. Restrictive cultural expectations of normative masculinity may trap men into ‘heroic’ and stoic behaviour which increases risks to their physical safety, prevents healthy emotional responses to trauma and contributes to well-documented increases in gender-based violence during and after disasters. LGBTQI+ community members have sometimes felt marginalised within these normative gender expectations and may avoid places of collective gathering such as community evacuation centres because of experiences that are not inclusive or welcoming.

The kinds of relational and emotional disaster response roles that women often perform are often less acknowledged than physical rebuilding. Yet caring through disasters is critical and likely to increase in an era of multiplying extreme weather events. Research by Australia ReMade in collaboration with Women’s Health Goulburn North East investigated the role of care in communities recovering from disasters, discovering that women were central in leading care-centric community rebuilding efforts.169

Other research into disaster experiences is likewise demonstrating that the kind of care that women commonly provide is vital to how communities survive and recover from disasters.170 One implication for policy is that as the frequency and intensity of disasters increases in the twenty-first century, we need to invest in more than the ‘hard’ infrastructure of bushfire building codes or flood-resistant urban planning. ‘Soft’ infrastructure of community connection and mutual support will be just as important for ensuring that local people and places can cope in a world of erratic and extreme weather.171

Community-led collective action and planning which strengthens social and relational capital, engenders feelings of belonging, and increases informal social connectedness can help address the mental health and wellbeing impacts of climate change, while simultaneously supporting communities to prepare for those impacts.172
Case study: Maddy Braddon

Maddy Braddon's work helping her community of Lismore on Widjabul Wia-bal Country recover after devastating floods epitomises the kinds of vital community resilience efforts carried out by women and gender diverse people.

Maddy moved to Lismore in 2006. As a teenager, Maddy was starting to ‘go down the wrong track’ when her mum took her aside and said:

You have a choice. What do you actually love? What do you want to do? You could have a good hard think right now about where you want your life to go.

This was a life changing moment for Maddy. She threw herself into climate and environmental activism, connecting with Australian Youth Climate Coalition and Young Greens locally. Maddy was blessed with a series of mentors who gave her opportunities to grow into her leadership potential.

At every step of my journey, I had someone, usually a woman, asking do you want to come along to this event? Do you want to speak at this event? I wouldn’t be where I am without these older, strong women.
In 2017 Maddy was 22 and had just finished an internship with Australian Farmers for Climate Action when devastating floods hit Lismore. She spent two days observing the suffering caused by the disaster and feeling hopeless and impotent. But then Maddy started a Facebook group to connect people who needed help with people who were willing to offer it. She sought advice from her friend and mentor, Kristin DeNexter, and connected with two older women, Mandy Kay and Katie Cooper Wares.

They didn’t question my capabilities as a young person, we just worked together seamlessly and played to our strengths and there was no competition. It was just this supportive, we’re going to do this together.

Called Lismore Helping Hands, the group grew to over 5000 people in days. Maddy met with the local SES group about how to mobilise ‘spontaneous volunteers’. She then met with local councillor and campaigner Elly Bird, who helped mobilise on-ground organising efforts, and access to the South Lismore train station. The online mutual support group gained a physical presence, where people could volunteer their time or request support. In just three weeks, Lismore Helping Hands supported nearly 1500 volunteers to carry out around 1000 volunteer jobs. Though the centre eventually closed, the community networks established became Resilient Lismore. Maddy recalls that, ‘the flood changed my life in a big way. Climate action became an even bigger part of my life, and it is more personal.’

Afterwards Maddy conducted local research about how the floods affected people’s mental health. She sees community-based responses as critical to ongoing community resilience in an era of escalating disasters. For Maddy, community-based resilience groups are ‘best placed to do that and to be branded as our own place-based resilience groups. There’s room for a diversity of groups that need to exist to create spaces and opportunities for community-led preparedness recovery response.’

When severe floods hit Lismore again in 2022, Maddy felt ‘disbelief and shock, layered with climate grief and frustration, wishing more could be done about it’. Amidst a sense of pressure to take a leadership role again, Maddy tried to model a form of ‘vulnerable and authentic leadership’, posting videos that honestly shared her difficult emotional response to disaster.

Maddy muses that the kinds of emergency responses that are valued tend to be patriarchal in nature. For example, when the flood anniversary occurred in 2023 the local council gave silver medals to the ‘tinny army’, a group of predominantly male locals who rescued people in their boats. There were heaps of other community-led efforts that were mostly led by women that did not get recognition. Like Koori Mail, their First Nations-led flood recovery effort was hugely led by women and matriarchs.’

Reflecting on her years of working in community-led disaster recovery and climate resilience initiatives, Maddy reflects that she has observed a gendered kind of leadership based on collaboration, coaching, support, nurturance, and capacity-building.

Looking back over the last six years of community-based response recovery adaptation resilience, most of it has been working with women and queers. We’re already the ones caring in our communities. We’re more relational generally by nature. I’m careful about binary thinking now, and I’m generalising, but the evidence is there that women and gender diverse people are the ones who are disproportionately represented in impacts, but we’re also disproportionately the ones that step up in recovery, particularly community-based, care-based, but also launching an effort, we just know what needs to be done, and support each other to do it.
Conclusions

While the evidence analysed in this report covers multiple geopolitical contexts, including international and Australian data, and crosses a diverse range of sectors, issues, gendered identities and lived experiences, overarching themes have emerged. In this section broad conclusions are drawn before ending with a series of targeted policy and investment recommendations.

Leadership and decision-making influence

We believe that it is time for women’s leadership to help turn the tide of political culture from polarised discord to collaboration and cooperation. We propose that nurture of life in the natural world and care for the Earth must be at the centre of every policy and government decision.173

There is a clear need to support more women and gender diverse people into positions of leadership and decision-making across government, industry, and not-for-profit sectors. Encouraging gender inclusive and equitable workforces is not only beneficial to all genders, but also benefits the environment. To date, gender equity in the workforce has been treated as an appealing principle but progress has been remarkably slow. Available evidence is clear that more women in decision-making results in better environmental outcomes. Gender equity in leadership across a range of sectors needs to be addressed with urgency in order to achieve the level of action required to address our climate and environmental challenges.

Opportunities for significant impact are particularly apparent in business, within government and at local levels, where efforts to improve gender parity among decision makers should be prioritised. Industries and sectors where decisions directly impact climate and environmental outcomes are most urgently in need of greater numbers of women and gender diverse people in leadership, including industry sectors like energy, transport, and agriculture; conservation and natural resource management; and emerging sectors such as climate technology.

Gender lens on Australian climate and environmental policy

Climate and environmental policy-making in Australia currently often ignores gender. Yet there has been widespread recognition at the international level for almost two decades that gender and environmental issues need to be considered in parallel. The United Nations recommends that all climate and environmental projects should be required to consider gender in order to be funded.174 There is an opportunity to learn from what the Australian Government funds overseas and bring an active gender lens to our domestic climate and environmental policy-making.

Given the large body of evidence that women and gender diverse people are disproportionately vulnerable to the effects of climate and environmental issues, policies should explicitly aim to reduce these unequal impacts. Gendered impacts stretch across multiple areas of government responsibility, including health, housing, and energy, and across all levels of government, including local, state, and federal. As a multilayered governance issue, responses will be required at all levels of government in order to meaningfully address the gendered disparities in climate and environmental impacts.
If inclusion of people of all genders is not explicit, a policy or programme runs a significant risk of ignoring vitally relevant social dynamics because the activities will be based on the implicit assumption that all stakeholders involved are homogenous, which is almost never the case. Neglecting different needs, experiences and knowledge based on gender and gender roles significantly affects the policy’s or programme’s potential effectiveness.175

Secondly, this gender-responsiveness needs to be extended throughout the pipeline of decision-making including into climate and environmental budgeting. This will be critical to ensure that the transition to a renewable economy is just and equitable for everyone. Gender-responsive budgeting (GRB) has been implemented in the Australian context.

GRB involves conducting a gender-based assessment of the impact of a policy shock or a policy setting and using this analysis to inform policy design.176

The Victorian Government was the first Australian state to introduce GRB in the 2021–22 state budget. Australian Government departments are also required to undertake a gender analysis for all new policy proposals and Cabinet submissions.177 In so doing, these governments are following in the footsteps of an increasing number of countries worldwide, with GRB tools trialled or adopted in nearly half of all Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries including Canada, France, Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom – five of the seven largest economies in the world.178 The Australian Government seeks to take an intersectional approach to GRB,179 and it is likely that Australian governments will increasingly follow jurisdictions overseas in considering a greater range of diversity factors beyond gender.180 Following the widespread implementation of GRB at Victorian and Commonwealth levels, other governments are trialling this approach. Ultimately, GRB should be extended through all government decision-making at local, state, and federal levels.

Gendering climate and environmental finance

Financing of climate and environmental initiatives by industry, government, investors, philanthropy, and the not-for-profit sector should also adopt a gender lens, both for equity reasons and because evidence demonstrates that considering gender improves performance.181 Research by the Global Gender and Climate Alliance in 2016 found that only 0.01% of all funding worldwide supports projects tackling both climate change and women’s rights.182

The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) defines gender lens investing as ‘a strategy or approach to investing that takes into consideration gender-based factors across the investment process to advance gender equality and better inform investment decisions’. According to GIIN this can encompass investing with the aim of addressing gender issues or improving gender equity, as well as investing in enterprises or organisations that focus on improving gender imbalances through their processes or strategies.183

The stringency of a gender lens varies depending on awareness and objectives. At the highest level, organisations have an explicit gender mandate (i.e. investments are screened for a specific gender impact). The next level would include gender as a factor of analysis (i.e. once an investment is deemed suitable, gender would be one consideration among others). Other organisations have an unintended gender lens because they operate in a sector where gender is pervasive or unavoidable. At the lowest level, no consideration is given to gender.

As argued by influential Italian economist Mariana Mazzucato, all government investment for the new economy and just transitions should have a range of conditionality to ensure good public policy outcomes, including for gender.184 For example, priority investments into regions for economic diversification and energy transition should require a percentage of investment to women-led businesses, and conditionality around gender in workforce participation. Government financing of policies and programs responding to
climate and environmental impacts also needs to foreground gender considerations. For example, in responding to devastating floods in 2022, the Victorian Government earmarked $1.2 million to fund recovery programs for women. Recognising that women take on more of the emotional burden of disaster recovery, and take longer to recover economically, the Victorian Government split the funding between four women’s health services to aid women’s flood recovery.185

Private finance should also seek to use funding of private sector initiatives to promote both gender equity and better climate and environmental outcomes. Under the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s (EBRD) Green Cities program, the EBRD is seeking to both support the transition to low-carbon cities while increasing gender balance in the infrastructure sector. For example, the EBRD is supporting the Green City Action Plan of Tbilisi, Georgia, which highlights the need for urgent action to improve the city’s air quality. The EBRD has partnered with the Tbilisi Transport Company (TTC) to purchase low-emissions buses and modernise the city’s metro system. At the same time, the EBRD has supported TTC to become more gender inclusive in its employment and training policies, as well as its infrastructure planning. As 2XGlobal website concludes:

The collaboration between EBRD and Tbilisi is an example of how a gender lens can be brought to green investments, and in particular how women’s employment and skills development can be integrated into green infrastructure investment approaches and processes.186

In the philanthropic space, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) launched the Climate Gender Equity Fund (CGEF) in partnership with Amazon. The CGEF aims to increase access to finance for gender-responsive, women-led, and women-benefitting organisations, seeking to raise an initial $60 million from corporations, philanthropy and multilateral institutions to support climate action led by women.187

As more and more organisations in the public, private and not-for-profit sectors realise the benefits of combining gender with climate and environmental objectives, a range of toolkits, guides and best practice case studies have emerged. Internationally, 2xGlobal provides guidance in ‘gender-smart climate investments’, bringing an intersectional lens to investment and finance.188 Closer to home, Australians Investing In Women has developed resources to support ‘gender-wise grantmaking’.189

Applying a gender-responsive approach to climate and environmental finance will ensure that all new projects being financed have considered how their actions impact upon or are impacted by gender. Taking up the opportunity to mainstream a gender lens into the programming and funding of all climate and environmental initiatives in Australia will ensure that they are more informed, effective, and equitable.

International commitments – Gender, Climate and Environment Strategy

Climate, environmental and gender justice in Australia cannot be developed in isolation from global efforts. Australian domestic policy needs to both fulfil international obligations and learn from best practice examples worldwide. Progress has been made on mainstreaming gender considerations under each of the Rio conventions, and on increasing gender parity in representation. Gender action plans to be developed under these conventions include the 2015–2020 Gender Plan of Action under the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, the Gender Action Plan under the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (2017), and the enhanced Lima Work Programme on Gender (LWPG) and Gender Action Plan (GAP) (2019–2024) under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.
The enhanced LWPG is a decision made by Parties to the UNFCCC which expresses a commitment to gender equality in various dimensions. It ‘recognizes that the full, meaningful and equal participation and leadership of women in all aspects of the UNFCCC process and in national and local level climate policy and action is vital for achieving long-term climate goals’. It also states that ‘gender-responsive implementation and means of implementation of climate policy and action can enable Parties to raise ambition’.

These documents are interpreted as confirming that environmental and climate action needs to promote gender equality to be effective and equitable. Parties to the UNFCCC are expected to ensure gender equality is enhanced through their climate policies, but there is not a specific requirement that every Party have its own national GAP. Rather, the GAP provided as an annex to the enhanced LWPG provides examples of activities where gender equality can be promoted through climate action. As of 2020, only around two dozen countries had developed national climate change gender action plans. Similarly, the 2015–2020 Gender Plan of Action under the Convention on Biological Diversity recommends but does not mandate that Parties ‘mainstream gender in national biodiversity strategies and action plans’.

In order for Australia to meaningfully meet its international obligations, we recommend the development of a Gender, Climate and Environment Strategy. This would enable Australia to detail how it is responding to and implementing gender action under these UN conventions, establish measures for evaluating progress, and develop best practice in gender-responsive climate and environmental policy-making that could be followed by state and local governments.

Gender and disasters

Groundbreaking Australian research has established that gender plays a role in disasters, including slow-moving crises like drought, dramatic weather events like fires and floods, and health-related crises like pandemics. Evidence overwhelmingly attests to the greater vulnerability of women and gender diverse people during disasters, particularly related to gender-based violence but also physical and mental health more broadly.

Women are also at the forefront of unpaid community resilience work at the local level, supporting and strengthening their communities through volunteer efforts. However, these kinds of social and emotional disaster recovery roles are often less recognised (and resourced) than the more physical work of clearing debris or rebuilding structures, which are often undertaken by men. Response and recovery roles in formal emergency services also tend to be gendered, which influences how they interact with affected communities.

There is a need for greater awareness of the role of gender in disaster preparedness and response. Building on the commendable work of Gender and Disaster Australia, this should include research into the gendered nature of impacts and responses to disasters as well as funding programs for emergency services and communities to understand and respond to these links.
Diverse voices and sectors

Currently, discussion of climate and environmental challenges in the Australian context often takes an unacknowledged position that is white, cis male, heterosexual and able-bodied. There is limited public discussion of the fact that environmental challenges such as extreme weather events impact people differently depending on their cultural background, socio-economic background, gender, sexuality, health, and disability. Similarly, discussion of the workforce implications and economic challenges of the transition to a renewable economy focuses on the need to protect (primarily male) workers in the fossil fuel industry or the opportunities presented by (primarily male) jobs in clean energy. Less attention is paid to the impacts of climate change on highly feminised, care-based employment or on the fact that women are currently missing out on the opportunities presented by clean energy jobs.

There are multiple opportunities to increase awareness of the links between gender, climate, and environmental justice. Research and knowledge translation can seek out and amplify voices currently absent from such discussions, including First Nations women, women of colour, women living with disabilities and LGBTQI+ Australians. This will contribute to building a stronger understanding of the lived experience of climate and environmental impacts, and of the opportunities and hardships presented by the economic transition. Such research needs to be intersectional, feminist, and participatory if it is to genuinely advance climate justice.

Climate and environmental policy and investment decisions also need to be underpinned by genuine collaboration and engagement with more diverse perspectives, including the women’s sector, social sector, First Nations women’s organisations and women’s industry groups. Engaging more varied stakeholders in offering active input into the design of policy and solutions will result in climate and environmental outcomes that benefit all genders.

Genuinely just transitions require embracing a more expansive understanding of our climate and environmental challenges, recognising that the whole community and economy is affected, not just physical infrastructure and certain industries. There is an opportunity in the present moment to rethink these issues more holistically, appreciating that our environment, society, and economy are interconnected.

Clean and caring economy

Mainstream economics does not address the critical issues of our times, including gendered and racial violence, climate change, species extinction and ecosystem destruction. The ‘fathers of economic theory’ excluded unpaid homemaking, childrearing, caring for others, caring for the environment, and community building activities from having economic value. Services that involve these skills are undervalued, underpaid and under-resourced. Similarly, the natural environment is excluded from economic consideration and value. A new school of economics, with greater input from women, embraces new approaches designed to balance social, political, technological, generational and ecological interests to create a healthy, inclusive, socially just and gender-balanced society.

Underpinning all these recommendations is a conviction that we need to centre a clean and caring economy if we are to adequately respond to the profound challenges of the twenty-first century. This would involve placing care at the heart of policy-making – both care for people and for the planet.
Feminist scholars... have consistently drawn parallels between the devaluation and depletion of women’s unpaid labour and the natural environment, with both considered infinitely elastic and costless even as together they create the very foundation on which the economy rests. Neither women’s unpaid care work nor ecosystem services are taken into account in conventional economic metrics, meaning they are both invisible in measures of economic progress and prosperity... More generally, quantitative data on gender and the environment is scarce, hampering evidence based policymaking.¹⁹³

Centring care would entail a cultural shift towards understanding that the gendered distribution of unpaid care work is at the heart of the unequal impacts of environmental change. The care work that is disproportionately performed by women and gender diverse people is foundational to the continued functioning of our economy, society, and environment, yet is rarely valued as such. Countries continue to measure progress as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) rather than incorporating measures of environmental health or quantifying unpaid work like care.¹⁹⁴ One consequence is that both care and the environment are assumed to be limitless and are taken for granted, without being properly valued or measured in traditional economic theory. Yet one of the overarching themes across the evidence presented in this report is that care-based solutions will be essential to helping us manage climate and environmental disruptions, such as the caring work that women often do in disaster-affected communities.

There are examples to guide us in identifying and implementing care-based solutions for people and nature. In the Australian context, First Nations approaches to caring for Country and community have long understood the indivisibility of people and place. Feminist approaches in Australia and overseas have often highlighted the importance of care, such as the Women’s Budget Group in the United Kingdom.

Feminist ecological economics recognises connections between the exploitation of feminised care work and the exploitation of the Earth’s resources. It sees ecological/climate emergency and the crisis of social reproduction (often referred to simply as care) as interlinked and mutually sustaining, arising from the overburdening of those who carry responsibility for social reproduction, the vast majority of whom are women. Women who bear the responsibility for care are also increasingly shouldering the costs ensuing from the ecological crisis as well as measures to redress it. Central to feminist ecological economics is the normative claim that gender equality should not be achieved at the expense of ecological degradation or the exploitation of nature and other species and that environmental sustainability must not be achieved by exploiting feminised labour.¹⁹⁵

A wholly new approach is needed, not just technocratic, band aid solutions. Transitional system change is required, recognising both the value and centrality of care to the continued flourishing of the Australian economy, society and environment.
Recommendations

The diverse range of evidence throughout this report allows us to appreciate that there is a consistent thread running throughout the data: not only are women and gender diverse people disproportionately vulnerable to environmental and climate challenges – they also have distinctive perspectives and approaches to solving these challenges.

Climate and environmental issues require gendered responses if we are to transition to a fair, just and sustainable future. The recommendations below outline initial steps required for climate and environmental policy and investment in Australia to be genuinely inclusive of and responsive to gendered perspectives, and to maximise the innovative approaches to climate and environmental solutions offered by women and gender diverse people.

1. Support more women and gender diverse people into positions of leadership and decision-making across government, industry, and the community

1a) Organisations working on climate and environmental challenges and solutions should consider introducing gender-based quotas for senior levels of leadership, including at the board and c-suite.

1b) Priority should be given to ongoing investment in leadership development for women and gender diverse people working in climate and environment related issues and fields. This includes programs, mentoring and other relevant support networks and mechanisms.

Over the past 5 years, the Women’s Leadership and Development Program led by the federal Office for Women has supported numerous women’s leadership projects across a range of sectors and communities.

This program should be expanded with funding for the next 10 years, and include a specific funding stream tied to leadership for climate and environmental outcomes. Program assessment should include an intersectional lens to ensure leadership development funding is inclusive for First Nations women, women of colour and any other marginalised groups.

1c) Further data gathering and analysis, and cross-sectoral dialogue is required into the barriers to increased women’s leadership in different industries, with a view to informing targeted sector-appropriate solutions. Such data gathering and analysis should include an intersectional lens to ensure understanding of the different and compounding barriers faced by women from First Nations communities, from different cultural backgrounds, or from other marginalised communities.
2. Bring an active gender lens to Australian climate and environmental policy-making

2a) All climate and environment related policy development processes at all levels of government should include a gender lens.

Current federal policy development processes that should immediately look to include a gender lens include:

- The National Climate Adaptation and Risk Program, including Australia’s first National Climate Risk Assessment, and the National Adaptation Plan.
- The Net Zero 2050 Plan, including the six sectoral decarbonisation plans included in this policy development process. Notably, the Electricity and Energy sector plan is currently in development.
- The establishment of a new National Net Zero Authority, to support the transition to a clean energy economy for workers, communities, and industry. It is positive to note that a majority of the Advisory Committee supporting the establishment of the Authority are women.
- Commitments outlined in the Nature Positive Plan, including the overhaul of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, the introduction of a new and independent environmental regulator, Environment Protection Australia (EPA), and the establishment of Environmental Information Australia to provide reliable environmental data.

2b) Similarly, climate and environmental considerations should be included in all gender-based policy development.

It is essential to understand how the federal and state governments’ gender equality strategies will be affected by increasing climate and environmental impacts. Any funding or further policy development stemming from these strategies should include consideration of how climate and environmental impacts will intersect with the interests of women, girls, and gender diverse people.

Any further strategy and policy development at all levels of government should include climate and environmental impacts and solutions as a core lens.

2c) Gender responsive budgeting should be extended across all levels of government, including state and local government.

2d) Further research is required to increase understanding of the gendered nature of climate and environmental issues in Australia, including through an intersectional lens.

This should be a matter of priority for universities, research-oriented philanthropy, government, and impacted industry sectors.
3. Apply a gender lens to climate and environmental financing for impacts and solutions by industry, government, philanthropy, and the community sector

3a) Clear conditions should be attached to all government funding and investment that addresses climate and environmental issues and solutions, to ensure positive gender-based outcomes.

This could include:
- Quotas requiring 50% of government investment and funding programs to be awarded to projects owned and / or led by women or gender diverse people
- Clear requirements regarding diverse workforce development and community outcomes
- Requirements regarding gender impact assessments for project and program proposals

3b) Business investment into climate and environmental issues should similarly adopt a gender lens, to ensure that impacts and benefits have gender equitable outcomes.

3c) Grantmakers should be encouraged to use a gender-wise tool such as that developed by Australians Investing In Women.

4. Develop a Gender, Climate and Environment Strategy

Australia has international obligations under each of the three Rio conventions (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity and the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification) but to date, discussion of the gendered nature of these issues has focused upon the UNFCCC.

4a) In order for Australia to meaningfully meet its obligations under these conventions, we recommend the development of a Gender, Climate and Environment Strategy. This would enable Australia to detail how it is responding to and implementing gender action plans under these conventions, establish measures for evaluating progress, and develop best practice in gender-responsive climate and environmental policy-making that could be followed by state and local governments.

5. Funding and resources to address increasing climate and environmental disasters should include a clear gender lens

5a) Disaster response funding, including immediate recovery funding, should include a gender lens, recognising and responding to the different and often compounding impacts faced by women and gender diverse people during disasters.

5b) Further training for emergency service providers is required for the sector to better understand and respond to the links between gender and disasters.

5c) Funding and support for community-led preparation, resilience, and recovery work should be increased.

Given the prevalence of women-led activity of this nature, such funding will support communities to be better prepared and respond to increased disasters and will address gender-based inequality within communities.
6. Include diverse voices and sectors in shaping environmental and climate solutions and responses

6a) Policy and investment decisions need to be underpinned by genuine collaboration and engagement with more diverse perspectives. However, there are significant barriers for some organisations and communities engaging in the numerous policy processes that will be required to inform a sustainable and equitable future.

7. Centre a clean and caring economy

7a) As an initial step towards this goal, we recommend the adoption of a Climate Budget Statement at the federal, state and local government levels. Just as the Australian Government now issues a Women’s Budget Statement to measure the gendered impacts of each federal budget upon women, a climate budget statement would estimate the budget impact on climate and environmental issues, including their gendered dimensions.

Ultimately, it will be a long-term and whole of government endeavour to genuinely re-image how we measure economic goals and progress, and their relationships to people and places.
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